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Abstract 

 

Warming environmental conditions and increased temperature fluctuations 

associated with climate change or other anthropogenic processes can detrimentally 

impact fish development and survival. However, these stressors can be mitigated via 

protective cellular responses. My research aimed to determine how parental 

environmental history and embryonic thermal history influence thermal tolerance, the 

heat shock response (HSR), and the hypoxia stress response in early life stage lake 

whitefish. The HSR is characterized by an upregulation of heat shock proteins. Similarly, 

the hypoxia stress response is characterized by an upregulation of hypoxia-related genes. 

Embryos derived from parents from three geographically separate lakes were either 

exposed to a thermal regimen of daily thermal stress (DTS) +3 ⁰C above their ambient 

rearing temperature or an elevated rearing temperature of 5 ⁰C to determine how each 

might affect the heat shock response or the hypoxia stress response, respectively, and 

how each influenced thermal tolerance, measured by modified thermal maxima (MTMax) 

or critical thermal maxima (CTMax). The threshold of induction for the HSR occurred at 

80 days post fertilization for embryos, and 3 months post-hatch for fry. It involved a 2 h 

exposure to an elevated temperature followed by a 2 h recovery at the control 

temperature. Hypoxia tolerance was measured by exposing 4- and 10 weeks post-hatch 

fry to either 3 mg/l DO or normoxia for 4 h, after which fry were either immediately 

sampled or sampled after a 4 h recovery at normoxia. Whole-animal mRNA levels of 

heat shock proteins and hypoxia-related genes were quantified using RT-qPCR. The 

results showed that DTS reduced thermal tolerance by 2 ⁰C in embryos from all lakes, 

and embryos derived from parents from the shallow Blackstrap Lake, which in the 
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summer months can be as warm as 23 ⁰C, were 6 ⁰C more thermal tolerant than those 

derived from parents from Lake Diefenbaker or Dore Lake which are deep and offer cool 

water refuges. Additionally, fry with a parental origin of Blackstrap Lake and embryonic 

exposure to DTS had a significantly different CTMax than fry derived from parents from 

Lake Diefenbaker. In general, embryonic thermal history affected the HSR in lake 

whitefish embryos from all lakes, as well as fry derived from parents of Lake 

Diefenbaker, as it resulted in a more variable HSR. However, parental environmental 

history did not appear to greatly influence the HSR. Embryos that were exposed to DTS 

also tended to have a higher threshold of induction temperature for the HSR than their 

NoDTS counterparts. Overall, hsp70 had the most consistent and highest magnitude HSR 

in comparison to the other genes studied. Elevated rearing temperature during 

embryogenesis reduced thermal tolerance in embryos but increased the CTMax of fry 

with a cooler parental environmental history. Exposure to hypoxia stress elicited the 

greatest response in hsp70 and igbfp1 mRNA levels in post-hatch fry. Whereas hif1a, 

vegfa, ldha, and epo were minimally responsive or unresponsive following hypoxia 

exposure. Additionally, the data suggest that handling stress might be equally as stressful 

as hypoxia stress in post-hatch fry. Overall, this research shows that parental 

environmental history and embryonic thermal history do influence stress responses of 

early life stage lake whitefish to varying degrees.  
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1. General introduction 

 

Thermal stress is becoming an increasing concern as anthropogenic climate change 

continues. Global surface temperatures have increased by approximately 0.6 ⁰C from 

1951 to 2010 (IPCC, 2013). Additionally, 2013 through 2020 represent eight of the ten 

warmest years on record (all ten years have been within the 21st century), with 2020 

reaching a global mean surface temperature of 14.9 ⁰C, the second warmest year on 

record (NOAA, 2021). In addition to the average temperature increasing, temperature 

fluctuations are also becoming more extreme. These changes in fluctuations arise not 

only from climate change, but also from industrial processes. In aquatic environments, 

industrial practices such as once through cooling release thermal effluent after taking in 

cool water from a source and releasing the water back to the source 8-15 ⁰C warner than 

the ambient temperature (Langford et al., 2001; Madden et al., 2013; Teixeria et al., 

2012). Thermal effluent can increase the temperature in those areas, exposing the 

organisms in that area to a warmer environment (Madden et al., 2013; Teixeira et al., 

2012; Thome et al., 2016). This can have negative effects as the species in zones of 

thermal effluent are susceptible to temperatures that approach or are at their upper 

thermal limit. Furthermore, embryos developing in zones of thermal effluent are 

particularly vulnerable to thermal stress because they have no way of behaviorally 

escaping the warm zone. Shifts in temperature can alter growth and developmental rates, 

physiological processes, behavior, species abundance, species distribution, and survival 

in fish (Eme et al., 2015; Mueller et al., 2015; Rosa et al., 2014; Van Zuiden et al., 2016). 

Nevertheless, most fish show plasticity and are able to acclimatize to their environment 

(environmental history) and, to an extent, can increase their thermal tolerance (Beitinger 
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et al., 2000; Fangue et al., 2011; Grinder et al., 2020; Hutchison & Maness, 1979). 

Various studies have demonstrated the beneficial acclimation abilities of fish, concluding 

that fish acclimated to warmer temperatures have greater thermal tolerance than their 

cooler acclimated conspecifics (Becker & Genoway, 1979; Beitinger et al., 2000; Fangue 

et al., 2006). Factors such as age, size, season, and oxygen availability also affect thermal 

tolerance of fish and other aquatic organisms (Becker & Genoway, 1979; Burton et al., 

2020; LeBlanc et al., 2011). Their plasticity offers a means to cope with the ever-

changing thermal environment.   

Climate change can also cause changes to the timing of ice cover and melting 

(Hamilton et al., 2018). This creates an additional stressor of oxygen availability if ice 

cover remains after fish hatch. Increased global temperatures as a result of climate change 

can alter embryonic developmental rates in fish, including accelerated development and 

therefore earlier hatch times, smaller size at hatch, and incomplete development. If fish 

hatch while still under significant ice cover, oxygen availability will be low, creating a 

potential hypoxia threat. Like thermal stress, exposure to hypoxia during development or 

post-hatch can lead to a suite of deficits, including changes to growth, development, 

hatch times, reproductive success, and survival of both the individual directly exposed to 

hypoxia or the offspring of a parent exposed to hypoxia (Del Rio et al., 2019; Forster et 

al., 2012; Hamor & Garside, 1976; Lai et al., 2019; Shang & Wu, 2004; Wu et al., 2003). 

It has also been shown that, like temperature, hypoxia has become a more pressing 

concern in freshwater systems as a result of human activities (Jean-Phillipe et al., 2015). 

When hypoxia and elevated temperatures are coupled, they can form a multi-stressor 

which can have additive, synergistic, or antagonistic effects (McBryan et al., 2013).   
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The rate at which water bodies are impacted by climate change will depend on the 

size and depth of the habitat in question. For instance, deep water bodies offer cool water 

refuge deeper in the water column, whereas this option might not exist in more shallow 

waters due to differences in stratification. Deep water bodies will typically stratify 

whereby beyond a certain depth there is a sharp decrease in temperature. Stratification 

allows species to move throughout the ‘zones’ to find their optimal or tolerable 

temperature (Haesemeyer, 2020; Littlefair et al., 2020). In contrast, in shallow water 

bodies water is mixed and does not stratify. This can be potentially harmful, particularly 

for cool and cold-water species as they do not have the option of cooler water refuge and 

can be exposed to their upper thermal limits.  

Animals can respond to stressors behaviorally through avoiding the stressor or 

physiologically through metabolic, biochemical, and cellular responses (reviewed in 

Iwama et al., 1999; reviewed in Schreck & Tort, 2016). One of the most well-studied 

cellular stress responses is the heat shock response (HSR). The HSR is a universal 

response to thermal, hypoxic, and chemical stress (reviewed in Iwama,1998; Lindquist, 

1986; Parsell & Lindquist, 1993). It was first discovered in Drosophila melanogaster by 

Ferruccio Ritossa (1962) and has further been shown to occur in most organisms studied 

thus far (Feder & Hofmann, 1999; Morimoto, 1998). The HSR is characterized by an 

increase in heat shock proteins (Hsp). Hsps are molecular chaperones that assist in the 

folding and refolding of nascent and damaged proteins, respectively. There are two 

categories of Hsps present in the cell: inducible Hsps and constitutive Hsps. Inducible 

Hsps are upregulated following cellular stress. In non-stressful conditions Hsps are bound 

to a heat shock factor. Whereas in stressful conditions, they unbind from the heat shock 
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factor to interact with damaged proteins, mitigating the stress. This frees up the heat 

shock factor, allowing the heat shock factor to bind to the heat shock elements in the gene 

promoters which in turn initiates the transcription of Hsp response genes including Hsps 

themselves. When cellular conditions return to homeostasis, Hsp synthesis is halted via a 

negative feedback loop whereby the free HSPs will interact with heat shock factors (Le 

Breton & Mayer, 2016). Inducible Hsps include Hsp47, Hsp90a, and the most commonly 

studied Hsp, Hsp70. Both Hsp47 and Hsp90a have roles beyond the HSR, with Hsp47 

being involved in collagen production, and Hsp90a in the cortisol stress response and 

other developmental processes (Lele & Krone, 1997; Lele et al., 1999). There are also 

constitutive Hsps that are present in the cell at all times acting as molecular chaperones to 

aid in the folding of nascent peptides (reviewed in Arya et al., 2007; Basu et al., 2002; 

Fulda et al., 2010); the synthesis of these Hsps does not increase in response to stress. 

The HSR has been well studied in fish and shown to vary between (Iwama et al., 1999) 

and within species (Fangue et al., 2006, 2011).  

Similar to the HSR, exposure to low oxygen (hypoxia) can trigger a hypoxia 

stress response in which hypoxia inducible factor 1 (Hif1) is activated and upregulated. 

Hif1 is a transcription factor which can upregulate a variety of genes to mitigate exposure 

to low oxygen. Hif1, also known as the Hif1 complex, is a heterodimer composed of the 

inducible Hif1a and constitutively expressed Hif1b subunits. In normoxic conditions 

Hif1a is rapidly degraded via hydroxylation and ubiquitination and thus unable to bind 

Hif1b to form the active complex (Huang et al., 1998; Ziello et al., 2007). However, 

limited oxygen availability inhibits hydroxylation and ubiquitination, allowing Hif1a and 

Hif1b to dimerize, forming the Hif1 complex (Ziello et al., 2007). The Hif1 complex 
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translocates to the nucleus where it binds to the hypoxia response element resulting in the 

transcription of the gene. Some of these Hif1 response genes can in turn result in the 

upregulation of other genes. The action of Hif1 is not limited to the hypoxia stress 

response; it has roles within other processes, including development (reviewed in Pelster 

& Egg, 2018; Carmeliet et al., 1998; Tan et al., 2017; reviewed in Weidemann & 

Johnson, 2008; reviewed in Yang & Wu, 2008), as well as to upregulate the transcription 

of Hif1-related genes (Huang et al., 1998; Wang et al., 1995). Hypoxia and the hypoxia 

stress response have been studied and described in fish (Hrycik et al., 2017; Robertson et 

al., 2014; Terova et al., 2008; Richards, 2009, 2011; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 

2009), including lake whitefish (Whitehouse et al., 2020; Whitehouse & Manzon, 2019). 

Lake whitefish embryos and larvae are capable of initiating the hypoxia stress response 

when exposed to hypoxic conditions, although these responses are age-dependent 

(Whitehouse & Manzon, 2019). 

Lake whitefish are a cool-water species native to North America and are 

recreationally and commercially fished, making them an economically important species. 

They are also culturally and economically important to Indigenous populations. As they 

spawn in late autumn or early winter their embryos develop at temperatures between 0 

and 2 oC over the course of winter and hatch in spring when temperatures begin to warm 

(Hart, 1931). Lake whitefish are a benthic species who typically occupy deeper lakes that 

stratify in the summer months. In Saskatchewan, lake whitefish can be found in their 

characteristic habitat of deep cool lakes, however there are a few populations here and 

elsewhere in North America occupying shallow lakes.  In the summer months these 

shallow lakes which lack deep, cool water refuges can attain temperatures ranging from 
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20-23.3 oC; one such lake in SK is Blackstrap Lake (personal communication, Rebecca 

North). By comparison, deep lakes thermally stratify to offer ample cool water refuge; 

this leaves fish and aquatic organisms in shallow lakes vulnerable to the warmer 

conditions. Lake whitefish populations inhabiting these different lake types provide a 

model to study long-term acclimatization and adaptation to elevated water temperatures; 

thus, offering an opportunity to distinguish between parental environmental history and 

embryonic thermal history. Parental environmental history refers to the environment the 

parents experienced over the course of their lifetime with one key difference being that 

Blackstrap lake is shallow and warm relative to Lake Diefenbaker and Dore Lake.  By 

comparison, embryonic thermal history refers to the incubation and rearing temperatures 

which can be experimentally manipulated. The overall aim of this study was to assess the 

effects of temperature on cellular stress responses and whole-organism thermal tolerance 

in early life stage lake whitefish, and test how these differ between different sized lakes. 

The objectives were to: 

1) Determine how parental environmental history and embryonic thermal history 

influence the heat shock response and whole organism thermal tolerance in lake 

whitefish embryos and fry 

2) Investigate how parental environmental history and elevated embryonic thermal 

history affects thermal tolerance in lake whitefish embryos and fry, as well as 

hypoxia tolerance and the HIF stress response in lake whitefish fry 

As average temperatures and temperature fluctuations become greater, it is important 

to understand how early life stage fish, especially cool water species, will respond to and 

tolerate thermal stress at a physiological level. While the effects of thermal stress have 
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been well documented in fish, less is known about early life stages such as embryos and 

post-hatch fry. My thesis will improve the knowledge gap regarding the effects of 

embryonic thermal stress on cellular and whole-organism responses.  
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2. Chapter one: effects of parental environment and embryonic daily thermal stress 

on thermal tolerance and the heat shock response in lake whitefish (Coregonus 

clupeaformis) embryos and fry 

   

2.1. Introduction 

Temperature can affect many biological processes, including but not limited to 

metabolic and biochemical processes, cellular processes, and whole organism behavior. 

Increases in global temperature can create additional stressors for animals (Somero, 

2010). Temperature increases can result from climate change in which global temperature 

may rise gradually, as well as more extreme temperature fluctuations which can occur on 

a more rapid, daily basis (IPCC, 2013) Anthropogenic activities such as thermal effluent 

expelled by the once-through cooling process used by industrial and power plants can 

also contribute to increased temperature fluctuations in aquatic environments; once-

through cooling consists of industrial or power plants drawing in cool water and 

discharging it back to its source at above ambient temperatures (Madden et al., 2013). 

These discharges are typically 8-15 oC above the ambient temperature (Langford et al., 

2001) which can threaten the local fish populations. These thermal effluent zones can 

subject fish to temperatures at or approaching their upper thermal tolerance limits and/or 

cause them to experience a sudden heat shock event (Reutter & Herdendorf, 1976).  

Thermal shifts are particularly concerning for embryos as they have no means of 

escaping to a more suitable temperature. Increased temperatures can lead to increased 

mortality, abnormal development and mutations, accelerated developmental rates, earlier 

hatch times, and smaller size at hatch (Eme et al., 2015; Lim et al., 2017; Mueller et al., 

2015; Rosa et al., 2014). Cold water species, such as lake whitefish (Coregonus 

clupeaformis), are also of particular concern because of their long embryonic 
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development that occurs in a cool, narrow temperature window. Climate change and/or 

thermal effluent can lead to temperatures outside the optimal thermal window for lake 

whitefish and in turn can result in a heat shock response (Ruetter & Herdendorf, 1976). 

Climate change in combination with thermal effluent may have negative effects which 

can be additive or synergistic resulting in great impacts on aquatic organisms unless they 

are capable of adjusting to warming and fluctuating temperatures. The inability to adapt 

to a warming environment or thermal stressors potentially threatens survival of the 

species. Warming lakes pose a risk for cool water species as warming can affect 

stratification and in the case of shallow lakes, which do not stratify, it may leave fish 

exposed to suboptimal or lethal temperatures with no cool water refuge. Additionally, 

warming waters can affect the general, seasonal or year-round distribution of species 

(reviewed in Comte et al., 2013; Van Zuiden et al., 2016) as areas of suitable habitat are 

reduced, especially for cool water species. This may further affect species abundance as 

environmental shifts may favor warm water species.  

Generally, fish will adjust to environmental changes. It has been shown that fish 

acclimatized to warmer conditions typically have greater thermal tolerance than those 

acclimatized to cooler conditions (reviewed in Basu et al., 2002; Becker & Genoway, 

1979; Fangue et al., 2006, 2011; Oksala et al., 2014; Rajaguru, 2002; Sarma et al., 2010). 

Fish can also be acclimated in the lab to different environmental conditions. Some studies 

have shown that short term exposure to near lethal temperatures contributes to heat 

hardening, whereby after recovery from such exposure, fish can tolerate higher 

temperatures before showing signs of distress (Bilyk et al., 2012; Grinder et al., 2020). 

One method of assessing a fish’s upper thermal tolerance is by using critical thermal 
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maxima (CTMax) tests; this allows for controlled warming at a constant rate until the 

animal shows signs of loss of equilibrium, which is the inability to maintain a normal 

upright body orientation. CTMax tests have been used in various other studies 

demonstrating that acclimation or acclimatization temperature can influence thermal 

tolerance (Fangue et al., 2006, 2011; Sarma et al., 2010).  

One well-studied cellular mechanism used to mitigate the effects of thermal stress is 

the heat shock response (HSR). The HSR is a universal, protective cellular response. It is 

a ubiquitous response conserved across species (reviewed in Basu et al., 2002; Feder & 

Hofmann, 1999) and protects the organism from thermal and a variety of other stressors, 

including hypoxia, heavy metals, and chemical stress (reviewed in Iwama, 1998; Parsell 

& Lindquist, 1993). The HSR is characterized by an upregulation of inducible heat shock 

proteins (Hsp; Hsp70, Hsp47, Hsp90a; Lindquist, 1986). Under conditions of cellular 

stress Hsps aid in the refolding of denatured proteins and inhibiting cell death pathways 

(reviewed in Arya et al., 2007; Fulda et al., 2010). In addition to inducible Hsps, 

constitutive Hsps (Hsc70, Hsp90b) are also present in the cell and act as molecular 

chaperones by aiding in the folding and translocating of nascent polypeptides (Feder & 

Hofmann, 1999; Lindquist, 1986; Parsell & Lindquist, 1993). Hsps were originally 

named on the basis of their molecular mass and characterized as inducible or constitutive. 

They have been shown to have roles in physiological processes and development in fish 

(reviewed in Basu et al., 2002; reviewed in Krone et al., 1997).  

 Lake whitefish are a cool-water species that spawn in late autumn or early winter 

(Hart, 1931). Their embryos develop at near freezing temperatures over the course of 

winter and hatch in spring (Hart, 1931). Lake whitefish are well established in the Great 
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lakes (Ontario, Canada) and potentially susceptible to the thermal effluent expelled by 

industrial and power plants via once-through cooling.  In Saskatchewan, lake whitefish 

can be found in their characteristic habitat of deep cool lakes which thermally stratify in 

the summer months to offer ample cool water refuge. However, there are a few 

populations in Saskatchewan and elsewhere in North America occupying shallow lakes.  

In the summer months these shallow lakes which lack cool water refuges can reach warm 

temperatures at depth; this leaves fish and aquatic organisms in shallow lakes vulnerable 

to the warmer conditions. Thermal stress can lead to initiation of the HSR, which has 

been investigated in lake whitefish by several other studies (Sessions et al., 2021; 

Stefanovic et al., 2016 Whitehouse et al., 2017; Whitehouse & Manzon 2019). The 

populations of lake whitefish that occupy these different lake types offer a means to study 

long-term acclimatization and adaptation to elevated water temperatures; thus, offering 

an opportunity to distinguish between parental environmental history and embryonic 

thermal history effects. Parental environmental history, in the context of this work, refers 

to the many factors that may differ between lakes, such as temperature, oxygen 

availability, and/or limnology.  

The lakes used to assess the role parental environmental history plays in stress 

responses and thermal tolerance in this study include Dore Lake, Lake Diefenbaker, and 

Blackstrap Lake. Dore Lake is the northern-most lake located in the Boreal Forest in 

Saskatchewan, Canada and is part of the Upper Churchill River basin; it reaches a 

maximum depth of 20 m and stratifies in the summer months. Dore Lake has limited 

recreational activity due to its restricted access. In contrast, both Lake Diefenbaker and 

Blackstrap Lake are located in central Saskatchewan and face substantial anthropogenic 
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activities; both lakes are part of the South Saskatchewan River chain and were created 

with the construction of Gardiner Dam to improve irrigation to surrounding farmland. For 

this reason, Lake Diefenbaker and Blackstrap Lake are considerably agriculturally 

impacted. Despite the similarities between Lake Diefenbaker and Blackstrap Lake, they 

differ greatly in size. Lake Diefenbaker is 66 m at its deepest, whereas Blackstrap Lake 

has a maximum depth of 9 m. Like Dore Lake, Lake Diefenbaker is deep and cool and 

stratifies in the summer, offering the fish a source of cool water refuge. Blackstrap Lake, 

on the other hand, is a shallow lake, that has been documented to reach 20-23.3 oC at 

depth (personal communication, Rebecca North).  

The purpose of this study is to determine how early life stage lake whitefish 

embryos and fry might adjust to the changing environmental conditions and cope with 

temperature stressors associated with climate change and industrial thermal effluent. I 

hypothesize that because fish acclimated to warmer conditions generally have greater 

thermal tolerance, lake whitefish embryos derived from parents from Blackstrap Lake 

will be more apt to withstand higher temperatures than their cool water counterparts. 

Additionally, I hypothesize that embryos exposed to repeated daily thermal stress (DTS) 

will acclimate to the heat shocks, and this will confer protection against later thermal 

stressors.  

2.2. Experimental design: 

2.2.1. Animal collection and housing: 

  Adult lake whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) were collected from spawning 

shoals at Dore Lake, Blackstrap Lake, and Lake Diefenbaker, November 6, 2016, 

November 16, 2016, and November 23, 2016, respectively. Adults were collected using 
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bottom-set gillnets. Fish were stripped of eggs and milt. Pools of eggs were fertilized 

with a pool of milt, water hardened, and transported back to University of Regina’s 

aquatics facility in 1 L polypropylene jars set on ice. Embryos were reared in 2 L mini-

bell jars (Aquatic Eco-Systems Inc., Apopka, FL, USA) at 2-3 oC, with constant 

dechlorinated, aerated water flow to ensure embryos were gently rolling. Embryos were 

incubated in flowing filtered dechlorinated city water, fresh water changes were 

performed weekly, and dead embryos were removed daily. As embryos began to hatch 

the remaining embryos were transferred to 4 L polycarbonate tanks where the 

temperature was gradually increased from 3 to 10 oC to induce hatch in the remaining 

embryos. Once hatched, larvae and fry from both lakes remained housed on this system at 

10 ⁰C with constant individual trickle flow for each tank, and were fed a diet of fish larval 

and weening feed (Otohime-Marubeni Nisshin Feed Company, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan).  

2.2.2. Daily thermal stress:  

The daily thermal stress (DTS) treatment group underwent daily heat shocks of +3 oC 

above their basal incubation temperature (3 ± 0.25 oC) as measured immediately prior to 

the DTS (Fig. 1). DTS were administered by transferring the bell jar to a system at the 

appropriate temperature for one-hour, after which the bell jars were returned to the main 

system at basal temperature. DTS were administered starting at 27 dpf and were stopped 

approximately 50 days later, 36-48 hours prior to the threshold of induction for the HSR 

experiment (section 2.2.4.1), to give the embryos a recovery period and to help minimize 

their accumulated stress. 
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2.2.3. Thermal maxima:  

 Modified thermal maximum (MTMax) experiments were performed on embryos 

at 78 days post fertilization (dpf; ~4,000 in total) to assess their survival following an 

acute HS stressor. Each MTMax vessel contained 62 embryos and water at temperatures 

+0 oC (control), +9, +11, +13, +15, +17, +19, +21 or +23 oC above their 2 ⁰C rearing 

temperature, and held in an insulated water bath at the appropriate MTMax temperature. 

MTMax exposure lasted four hours, with the 120 ml polypropylene vessels being aerated, 

and water bath temperatures adjusted if needed two hours into the experiment. Once the 

MTMax exposure was completed, embryos were transferred from their MTMax vessel 

into Petri dishes, where they underwent inspection, photography, and mortality counts. 

Finally, embryos were reared in a cold room (3 ± 0.5 oC) for an additional two weeks. 

During this two-week rearing period water in Petri dishes was changed and mortalities 

were recorded daily. Data are presented as percent survival. 

 Critical thermal maxima (CTMax) of 3-month post-hatch fry from Blackstrap 

Lake and Lake Diefenbaker was determined by starting fry at their basal temperature of 

10 ⁰C and warming the water at a rate of 0.4 ⁰C / min. An air stone was placed in the 

vessel with the fry to maintain uniform temperature and oxygen saturation. CTMax was 

determined for each individual fry when it exhibited loss of equilibrium at which point it 

was removed. Once removed, fry were placed in a recovery tank at approximately 15 ⁰C, 

and once all fry from a single run had lost equilibrium, the recovery tank was transferred 

to a cold room to gradually cool down to the fry rearing temperature (10 ⁰C). Critical 

thermal maximum was determined using groups of 3 fry and was repeated 7 times for a 
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total 21 individual fish per lake per embryonic DTS or NoDTS group. Due to an 

insufficient number of animals no experiments were conducted on Dore Lake fry. 

2.2.4. Threshold of induction for the heat shock response:  

2.2.4.1. Embryo HSR  

The threshold of induction experiment was conducted on embryos 80 dpf. 

Embryos from parents from Lake Diefenbaker, Blackstrap Lake, and Dore lake and 

subjected to either DTS or NoDTS throughout embryogenesis were exposed to one of 

seven different HS temperatures to identify the temperature at which the HSR is first 

initiated. Twenty-two to twenty-four embryos were randomly selected from a given 

lake’s DTS or no repeated thermal stress (NoDTS) treatment group, placed into a 120 ml 

polypropylene beaker (HS vessel) and randomly assigned to one of the seven HS 

treatments, +0, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 ⁰C above their ambient incubation temperature (Figure 

1). Heat shocks were administered by transferring the HS vessel to a 25 L water bath at 

the appropriate HS temperature. Heat shocks associated with the threshold of induction 

experiments lasted two hours and were followed by a two-hour recovery period at the 

ambient, 2 ⁰C embryo rearing temperature. Recovery time was included as per Stefanovic 

et al.’s (2016) findings that hsp70 mRNA levels continue to rise for many hours post-HS. 

After recovery embryos were snap frozen on liquid nitrogen, two embryos per biological 

replicate, and stored at -80 oC until processed.  

2.2.4.2. Fry HSR 

At approximately 90 dph, Blackstrap Lake and Lake Diefenbaker fry (n=6) were 

exposed to a thermal stress of +0, 2, 3, 5, 7, or 9 ⁰C above their basal temperature for two 

hours, following a protocol similar to that of the embryo threshold of induction (Figure 

1). Immediately following the heat shock, fry were transferred to a recovery tank at the 
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control temperature and held there for two hours. After recovery, fry were euthanized 

with 0.05% 2-phenoxyethanol, and individually snap frozen on liquid nitrogen in 2 ml 

tubes and stored at -80 ⁰C until processed. Due to insufficient animal numbers, Dore Lake 

fry were not included as part of the fry threshold of induction experiments. No overlap 

occurred between embryos and fry from the thermal maxima or threshold of induction for 

the HSR experiments; each individual was only used for a single experiment.   
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Figure 1. Flow chart of experimental design for embryos exposed to DTS and post-hatch 

fry. Note that the post-hatch fry portion of experiments do not include Dore Lake fry due 

to inadequate numbers of animals.   
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2.2.4.3. Quantifying Hsp mRNA levels:  

hsp mRNA levels for embryos (n=6; two embryos per biological replicate), and 

fry (n=5) from each threshold of induction experimental group for both the DTS and 

NoDTS treatments were quantified. mRNA was isolated using Trizol® Reagent 

(Invitrogen Life Technologies, Burlington, ON, Canada) following the manufacturer’s 

protocol, resuspended in DEPC treated water, and stored at -80 oC. Spectrophotometry 

was used to quantify RNA concentration and assess RNA purity (A260/280 and 

A260/230). RNA quality was further assessed using 1% agarose gel electrophoresis and 

confirming clear and distinct 18 and 28S RNA bands. Total RNA (1 µg) was reversed 

transcribed into cDNA using the QuantiTect ® Reverse Transcription kit (Qiagen, 

Mississauga, ON, Canada) as per the manufacturer’s protocol, and diluted 1:3 with PCR 

water. cDNA from the aforementioned reverse transcription reactions was used to 

quantify hsp mRNA levels for both DTS and NoDTS at each HS temperature using real-

time PCR (qPCR), and a CFX Connect Real-Time Detection System (Bio-Rad, 

Mississauga, ON, Canada). qPCR was done in triplicates for each biological replicate 

using 1.0 µl cDNA, 250 nmol of forward and reverse primers (Table 1), and 2x 

SsoAdvancedTM SYBR® Green Supermix (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON, Canada) in a total 

reaction volume of 10 µl. Cycling of PCR reactions was as follows: 1 cycle at 95 oC for 

30 seconds, 40 cycles at 95 oC for 5s, 60 or 65 oC for 30s. No-template controls and inter-

run calibrators were included in all runs to ensure no contamination and to normalize for 

between run variation if required, respectively. Absence of gDNA contamination was 

confirmed using intron spanning primers for glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase 

(GAPDH) and melt curve analysis. mRNA levels were quantified for hsp70, hsp47, 

hsp90-α, hsp90-β, hsc70, β-Actin, and GAPDH. β-Actin and/or GAPDH were included as 
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reference genes to be used as priors in the MCMC.qpcr statistical package (Matz et al., 

2013) as outlined below. Standard curves were done using cDNA pooled from both HS 

and control embryos. All primers have been validated and shown to be specific by 

amplifying a single PCR product with efficiencies between 90 and 110 percent (Table 1).  

2.2.6. Statistical analysis:  

Raw quantification cycle (Cq) qPCR data were exported from CFX 3.1 software 

(Biorad) and analyzed using MCMC.qpcr package (Matz et al., 2013) in R (version 3.6.3) 

and R studio (version 1.4.1717). The package used a Poisson-lognormal generalized 

linear mixed model to compare differences in fold changes in target genes in response to 

fixed factors and variation due to random differences in technical replicates. A Bayesian 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling scheme was used, including reference genes as 

priors. The mcmc.qpcr function used a Cq1 of 37, where the Cq1 value represents the 

number of qPCR cycles necessary to detect a single target molecule. Studies in our 

laboratory have shown that using a Cq1 of 37 or a Cq1 value that has been empirically 

determined does not change the analysis. Each lake was modeled separately. Fixed 

factors of temperature, heatshock, and temperature:heatshock were used. GAPDH and β-

actin were used as priors with a permitted fold change m.fix of 1.2. Posterior means were 

plotted as log2 abundance, with error bars representing 95% credible intervals.  

Differences within and between groups for each gene were deemed significant by 

pairwise comparisons with p-value ≤ 0.05. Differences were described as being 

significantly different from the global control which is the NoDTS no HS control, or the 

local control, which is the DTS no HS control within a given lake. One-way ANOVA and 

Tukey-Kramer post hoc tests were used to determine significant differences (α = 0.05; P-
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value = 0.01) between parental environmental history and embryonic thermal history 

treatments groups in the fry CTMax. Data are presented as a box plot with the median, 

95% confidence intervals and the minimum and maximum temperatures withstood.  

Table 1. RT-qPCR primer sequences for lake whitefish heat shock protein genes  

Gene  Sequences (5'-3')  Annealing temperature Amplification efficiency  

hsp47 F:  ATG GGC AAG ATG GAG GAG AG 60 oC 97.8% 

 

R:  TCA GAC CAA GTT CAC CAA GAG 

  
hsp70 F: TCA TTA CAG TCC CCG CCT AC 65 oC 92.7% 

 

R: TCA CCT CAA AGA TCC CAT CC  

  
hsp90α F: AGT CGT GGG GAA AGG ATT GT 65 oC 106.7% 

 

R: TGA ATA AGG TTG AAA GCA GCA GA 

  
hsp90β F: CCT TTC TAT TTT CCT GCG TC 60 oC 105.0% 

 

R: TTG TTC CGT TGA CTT CTC TT  

  
hsc70 F: CCT GTC CTC CAG CAC CCA AG 60 oC 94.6% 

 

R: AGC CTC CGA CCA GAA CGA TG  

  
GAPDH F: CCG TCC GTC TGG AGA AGG C  60 oC 99.2% 

 

R: GAA GTG GTC GTT CAG AGC AAT G 

  
 β-actin  F: GTG GCG CTG GAC TTT GAG CA 65 oC 92.2% 

  R: ACC GAG GAA GGA GGG CTG GA     
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2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Modified and critical thermal maxima 

The upper thermal limits of embryos were affected by both parental 

environmental history (lake type) and embryonic thermal history (daily thermal stress 

[DTS] or no daily thermal stress [NoDTS]).  Embryos generated from gametes collected 

from parents from Blackstrap Lake were 6 ⁰C more thermotolerant than their counterparts 

from Lake Diefenbaker and Dore Lake, with a cooler parental environmental history, 

regardless of DTS exposure (Fig. 2).  Similarly, embryos derived from all lakes that 

received NoDTS tolerated temperatures 2 ⁰C greater than those from the DTS group (Fig. 

2).  Additionally, by the time fry were 3 months post-hatch (mph) Blackstrap fry that 

were exposed to DTS as embryos were significantly different (p = 0.05) from both 

Diefenbaker fry groups (Fig. 3). However, there were no significant differences among 

fry from the same lake. It is perhaps noteworthy that the variability in thermal tolerance 

of fry from Blackstrap Lake which were exposed to DTS as embryos was greater than 

those from the other groups (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 2. Modified thermal maxima (MTMax) of lake whitefish embryos from Lake 

Diefenbaker (Dief) and Dore Lake, and Blackstrap Lake (BS). Embryos were exposed 

each day, for approximately 50 days, to either a 1 h daily thermal stress (DTS) of +3 oC 

above control temperature, or no daily thermal stress (NoDTS). At 78 days post 

fertilization, MTMax experiments were conducted where embryos received a 4 h HS at 

+0 oC (control), +9, +11, +13, +15, +17, +19, +21 or +23 oC above control temperature. 

Mortalities were counted daily for two weeks following the HS; the percent of surviving 

embryos at 92 dpf is shown. Embryos from Lake Diefenbaker and Dore Lake exhibited 

identical patterns of survival and are represented by the same points.  
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Figure 3. Critical thermal maxima (CTMax) of lake whitefish fry from Lake Diefenbaker 

(DF) and Blackstrap Lake (BS). Each day for approximately 50 days, but before 

hatching, embryos received either a 1 h daily thermal stress (DTS) of +3 oC above control 

temperature, or no daily thermal stress (NoDHS) for approximately 50 days and ending 

prior to hatch. At 3 months post-hatch, CTMax was determined by increasing the water 

temperature at a rate of 0.4 oC/min until a loss of equilibrium occurred. Box plots display 

the median, 95% confidence intervals, and minimum and maximum CTMax.   
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2.3.2. Threshold of Induction for the HSR in lake whitefish embryos 80 dpf  

2.3.2.1. Inducible heat shock protein genes 

2.3.2.1.1. hsp70 

 Exposure to acute heat shock (HS) resulted in a temperature dependent increase in 

hsp70 for embryos from all treatment groups, irrespective of both embryonic (NoDTS 

versus DTS) and parental environmental history (Fig. 4 A-C). NoDTS embryos from 

Blackstrap Lake and Lake Diefenbaker initiated a dose dependent, significant rise in 

hsp70 mRNA to acute HS temperatures of +9 through 13 ⁰C (Fig. 4A and B). Whereas 

NoDTS embryos from Dore Lake significantly upregulated hsp70 in response to acute 

heat shocks of +11 and 13 ⁰C (Fig. 4C). Exposure to repeated DTS altered the hsp70 HSR 

relative to those in the NoDTS groups but the nature of the alteration was not consistent 

between lakes. Blackstrap DTS embryos exposed to a HS of +3 ⁰C had hsp70 levels 

significantly lower than the NoDTS global control (Fig. 4A).  Embryos from Blackstrap 

Lake and Lake Diefenbaker receiving DTS initiated the hsp70 response following HS of 

+11 and 13 ⁰C, as opposed to +9-13 ⁰C observed in the NoDTS groups (Fig. 4A and B). 

By comparison, Dore Lake DTS embryos were more sensitive to acute HS than their 

NoDTS counterparts and initiated an hsp70 HSR following exposure to HSs of +5 

through 13 ⁰C (Fig. 4C) versus +11-13 ⁰C.  Overall, Blackstrap Lake and Lake 

Diefenbaker embryos had similar threshold of hsp70 HSR induction temperatures for 

both DTS and NoDTS treatment groups, respectively, with the DTS group having a 

higher threshold temperature. Whereas in Dore Lake embryos, the DTS group had a 

lower threshold temperature and the NoDTS group had a higher threshold temperature 

compared to Blackstrap Lake and Lake Diefenbaker embryos from the same groups.   
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Figure 4. hsp70 mRNA levels (log2 abundance arbitrary units) for lake whitefish 

embryos from Blackstrap Lake (A), Lake Diefenbaker (B), and Dore Lake (C) following 

a heat shock (HS) of +0, +3, +5, +7, +9, +11, or +13 ⁰C above the control temperature of 

2 ⁰C for 2h followed by a 2h recovery at the control temperature prior to sampling. 

Embryos were subjected to either a daily thermal stress (DTS) of +3 ⁰C above their 

ambient temperature every day for 50 days or NoDTS (control group). Data were 

modeled using a Poisson-lognormal generalized mixed model fitted with a Bayesian 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the “MCMC.qpcr” package and B-actin and 

gapdh as priors. Data represent the posterior means ± 95% credible intervals. Pairwise 

comparison between groups was used to determine statistical significance at a p-value of 

0.05. Letters to the left of data points indicate significant differences among HS 

temperatures within the NoDTS group. Letters to the right of the data indicate significant 

differences between HS temperatures within the DTS group. Stars indicate significant 

differences from the global control (NoDTS, no acute HS [ctrl blue circle]). Double slash 

indicates significant differences between rearing groups (DTS vs NoDTS) at a given HS 

temperature.  
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2.3.2.1.2. hsp47 

hsp47 mRNA levels increased following acute HS for both treatment groups from 

all lakes, but overall seemed to require a higher HS temperature before this increase was 

realized than was the case for hsp70 mRNA (Fig. 5).  However, embryo rearing 

conditions (i.e., DTS versus NoDTS) in most instances did not alter the hsp47 response to 

acute HS to the same extent as for hsp70. In no instance was hsp47 significantly affected 

by embryo rearing conditions at a given acute HS temperature. Relative to hsp70, 

changes in hsp47 mRNA seemed less responsive to acute HS. The minimum threshold of 

induction temperature for a rise in hsp47 was +13 ⁰C for most thermal stress and lake 

type groupings. The two exceptions to this were for Blackstrap Lake and Dore Lake DTS 

embryos where the minimum threshold of induction temperature to upregulate hsp47 was 

+11 ⁰C HS (Fig. 5A and C). Interestingly, embryos from both Blackstrap Lake and Lake 

Diefenbaker downregulated hsp47 mRNA levels relative to the global control (NoDTS, 

No acute HS) in some instances. These were observed in embryos from Blackstrap Lake 

where hsp47 was downregulated following an acute HS of +3 and 5 ⁰C for those in the 

DTS group, and +5 ⁰C for those in the NoDTS groups relative to the global control (Fig. 

5A).  Downregulation of hsp47 was also observed in response to an acute HS of +7 and 9 

⁰C for embryos from Lake Diefenbaker that received DTS and +7 ⁰C for those that 

received NoDTS (Fig. 5B). In no instances were hsp47 mRNA levels downregulated in 

embryos from Dore Lake.    
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Figure 5. hsp47 mRNA levels (log2 abundance arbitrary units) for lake whitefish 

embryos from Blackstrap Lake (A), Lake Diefenbaker (B), and Dore Lake (C) following 

a heat shock (HS) of +0, +3, +5, +7, +9, +11, or +13 ⁰C above the control temperature of 

2 ⁰C for 2h followed by a 2h recovery at the control temperature prior to sampling. 

Embryos were subjected to either a daily thermal stress (DTS) of +3 ⁰C above their 

ambient temperature every day for 50 days or NoDTS (control group). Data were 

modeled using a Poisson-lognormal generalized mixed model fitted with a Bayesian 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the “MCMC.qpcr” package and B-actin and 

gapdh as priors. Data represent the posterior means ± 95% credible intervals. Pairwise 

comparison between groups was used to determine statistical significance at a p-value of 

0.05. Letters to the left of data points indicate significant differences among HS 

temperatures within the NoDTS group. Letters to the right of the data indicate significant 

differences between HS temperatures within the DTS group. Stars indicate significant 

differences from the global control (NoDTS, no acute HS [ctrl blue circle]). Double slash 

indicates significant differences between rearing groups (DTS vs NoDTS) at a given HS 

temperature.  
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2.3.2.1.3. hsp90a 

Overall hsp90a mRNA levels did not vary appreciably in embryos between lakes, 

in response to DTS or acute HS. Unlike the other typically inducible genes, hsp90a was 

not upregulated in response to HS for embryos from Lake Diefenbaker or Dore Lake 

(Fig. 6B and C). DTS embryos from Blackstrap Lake upregulated hsp90a in response to 

all HS temperatures except +9 ⁰C, compared to the local DTS control not receiving an 

acute HS (Fig. 6A). However, the DTS no HS control group had hsp90a levels that were 

significantly lower than the global control (Fig. 6A). It is worth noting that there seemed 

to be a consistent trend in all three lakes for hsp90a levels to be lower in embryos 

receiving the DTS than those that did not (i.e., the NoDTS). Differences between 

treatment groups at a given HS temperature were also observed, where the NoDTS 

embryos from Lake Diefenbaker and Dore Lake had greater hsp90a abundance at +5 ⁰C 

and +9 ⁰C, respectively (Fig. 6B and C).   
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Figure 6. hsp90a mRNA levels (log2 abundance arbitrary units) for lake whitefish 

embryos from Blackstrap Lake (A), Lake Diefenbaker (B), and Dore Lake (C) following 

a heat shock (HS) of +0, +3, +5, +7, +9, +11, or +13 ⁰C above the control temperature of 

2 ⁰C for 2h followed by a 2h recovery at the control temperature prior to sampling. 

Embryos were subjected to either a daily thermal stress (DTS) of +3 ⁰C above their 

ambient temperature every day for 50 days or NoDTS (control group). Data were 

modeled using a Poisson-lognormal generalized mixed model fitted with a Bayesian 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the “MCMC.qpcr” package and B-actin and 

gapdh as priors. Data represent the posterior means ± 95% credible intervals. Pairwise 

comparison between groups was used to determine statistical significance at a p-value of 

0.05. Letters to the left of data points indicate significant differences among HS 

temperatures within the NoDTS group. Letters to the right of the data indicate significant 

differences between HS temperatures within the DTS group. Stars indicate significant 

differences from the global control (NoDTS, no acute HS [ctrl blue circle]). Double slash 

indicates significant differences between rearing groups (DTS vs NoDTS) at a given HS 

temperature.  
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2.3.2.2. Constitutive genes: 

The constitutive genes, hsc70 and hsp90b, did not differ much between lakes or in 

response to DTS or acute HS and there were no consistent trends or patterns in the 

differences that were observed. Significant increases in mRNA levels occurred in DTS 

embryos from Dore Lake following +7 ⁰C HS for both hsc70 and hsp90b, and in hsc70 in 

NoDTS embryos exposed to a +13⁰C HS, relative to their respective local or global 

control (Fig. 7C and F). Although not significantly downregulated, both hsc70 and 

hsp90b had decreased mRNA levels following a +9 ⁰C and +7 ⁰C HS for Blackstrap Lake 

and Lake Diefenbaker lake NoDTS embryos, respectively (Fig. 7A, B, D, E). Differences 

between rearing groups were observed in hsp90b for Blackstrap Lake embryos at 

temperatures +9 and 13 ⁰C (Fig. 7D). No significant differences were observed in either 

constitutive gene for embryos from Lake Diefenbaker or those in the DTS groups from 

Blackstrap Lake.  
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Figure 7. hsc70 (A, Blackstrap Lake; B, Lake Diefenbaker; C, Dore Lake) and hsp90b 

(D, Blackstrap Lake; E, Lake Diefenbaker; F, Dore Lake) mRNA levels (Log2 

abundance arbitrary units) of lake whitefish embryos following a heat shock (HS) of +0, 

+3, +5, +7, +9, +11, or +13 ⁰C above the control temperature of 2 ⁰C for 2h followed by a 

2h recovery at the control temperature prior to sampling. Embryos were subjected to 

either a daily thermal stress (DTS) of +3 ⁰C above their ambient temperature every day 

for 50 days or NoDTS (control group). Data were modeled using a Poisson-lognormal 

generalized mixed model fitted with a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as 

part of the “MCMC.qpcr” package and B-actin and gapdh as priors. Data represent the 

posterior means ± 95% credible intervals. Pairwise comparison between groups was used 

to determine statistical significance at a p-value of 0.05. Letters to the left of data points 

indicate significant differences among HS temperatures within the NoDTS group.  Letters 

to the right of the data indicate significant differences between HS temperatures within 

the DTS group. Stars indicate significant differences from the global control (NoDTS, no 

acute HS [ctrl blue circle]). Double slash indicates significant differences between rearing 

groups (DTS vs NoDTS) at a given HS temperature. 
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2.3.4. Threshold of induction for the HSR for lake whitefish fry 3 mph  

2.3.1. Inducible genes 

 Embryonic rearing conditions and the lake from which parents were from both 

affected how lake whitefish fry responded to acute HS exposure. In general, there was a 

trend for fry derived from parents from Blackstrap Lake to elicit a consistent HSR with 

no downregulations in hsp mRNA levels compared to their Lake Diefenbaker 

conspecifics. DTS lead to more variable responses to acute HS temperatures in fry from 

Lake Diefenbaker but did not affect hsp regulation patterns in fry from Blackstrap Lake. 

Embryonic exposure to DTS seemed to either lower the HS temperature needed to 

upregulate hsp levels or suppress the HSR. Despite the aforementioned variability, acute 

HS did upregulate both hsp70 and hsp47mRNA levels in fry from all groups, in a dose 

dependent manner. 

 Fry from the NoDTS embryo group from Blackstrap Lake initiated a significant 

increase in hsp70 mRNA in response to HS temperatures of +3 through 9 ⁰C in a dose 

dependent manner (Fig. 8A). Only fry from Blackstrap Lake in the embryonic NoDTS 

group upregulated hsp70 mRNA in response to a HS as low as +3 ⁰C (Fig. 8A). 

Blackstrap fry reared under both DTS and NoDTS conditions as embryos exposed to a +7 

and 9 ⁰C HS also significantly upregulated hsp47 relative to both the local DTS and 

global control (Fig. 9A). In contrast, Lake Diefenbaker fry reared in the NoDTS group 

downregulated both hsp70 and hsp47 in response to a +3 ⁰C HS (Fig. 8B) but did initiate 

an hsp70 HSR following the +7 and 9 ⁰C HS, or an hsp47 HSR following a +9 ⁰C HS 

(Fig. 8 and 9B). Fry derived from Blackstrap Lake and Lake Diefenbaker DTS embryo 

groups differed in their hsp70 responses to acute HS temperatures (Fig. 8) relative to each 
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other. Fry from Blackstrap Lake that were exposed to DTS as embryos significantly 

upregulated hsp70, relative to both local DTS and global control, in response to HS 

temperatures of +5 through 9 ⁰C (Fig. 8A). Whereas Lake Diefenbaker fry exposed to 

DTS as embryos upregulated hsp70 and hsp47 following HSs of +3, 7, and 9 ⁰C, 

however, a +5 ⁰C HS led to a significant downregulation of hsp70 (compared to local and 

global controls) and hsp47 (compared to global control only; Fig. 8 and 9B).  Finally, 

embryonic DTS exposure significantly lowered hsp70 and hsp47 levels in the control HS 

group for Lake Diefenbaker fry compared to the NoDTS, global control (Fig. 8 and 9B).  

Lake Diefenbaker fry exposed to DTS as embryos had significantly lower hsp90a 

levels relative to the global, NoDTS control for all HS treatment groups, except for +3 

and 9 ⁰C groups (Fig. 10B). By comparison, they upregulated hsp90a mRNA relative to 

the local, DTS control in response to +3, 7, and 9 ⁰C HS (Fig. 8C). In contrast, fry from 

Blackstrap Lake that were exposed to DTS as embryos neither upregulated or 

downregulated hsp90a relative to the local, DTS or global, NoDTS control, despite the 

fluctuation in mRNA levels (Fig. 10A). Similarly, no changes occurred in hsp90a in fry 

reared with NoDTS as embryos from either lake (Fig. 10).    
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Figure 8. hsp70 mRNA levels (log2 abundance arbitrary units) for lake whitefish fry from 

Blackstrap Lake (A) and Lake Diefenbaker (B) following a heat shock (HS) of +0, +2, 

+3, +5, +7, or +9 ⁰C above the control temperature of 10 ⁰C for 2h followed by a 2h 

recovery at the control temperature prior to sampling. Fry were exposed to either DTS or 

NoDTS as embryos. Data were modeled using a Poisson-lognormal generalized mixed 

model fitted with a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the 

“MCMC.qpcr” package and B-actin and gapdh as priors. Data represent the posterior 

means ± 95% credible intervals. Pairwise comparison between groups was used to 

determine statistical significance at a p-value of 0.05. Letters to the left of data points 

indicate significant differences among HS temperatures within the NoDTS group. Letters 

to the right of the data indicate significant differences between HS temperatures within 

the DTS group. Stars indicate significant differences from the global control (NoDTS, no 

acute HS [ctrl blue circle]). Double slash indicates significant differences between rearing 

groups (DTS vs NoDTS) at a given HS temperature.  
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Figure 9. hsp47 mRNA levels (log2 abundance arbitrary units) for lake whitefish fry from 

Blackstrap Lake (A) and Lake Diefenbaker (B) following a heat shock (HS) of +0, +2, 

+3, +5, +7, or +9 ⁰C above the control temperature of 10 ⁰C for 2h followed by a 2h 

recovery at the control temperature prior to sampling. Fry were exposed to either DTS or 

NoDTS as embryos. Data were modeled using a Poisson-lognormal generalized mixed 

model fitted with a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the 

“MCMC.qpcr” package and B-actin and gapdh as priors. Data represent the posterior 

means ± 95% credible intervals. Pairwise comparison between groups was used to 

determine statistical significance at a p-value of 0.05. Letters to the left of data points 

indicate significant differences among HS temperatures within the NoDTS group. Letters 

to the right of the data indicate significant differences between HS temperatures within 

the DTS group. Stars indicate significant differences from the global control (NoDTS, no 

acute HS [ctrl blue circle]). Double slash indicates significant differences between rearing 

groups (DTS vs NoDTS) at a given HS temperature.  
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Figure 10. hsp90a mRNA levels (log2 abundance arbitrary units) for lake whitefish fry 

from Blackstrap Lake (A) and Lake Diefenbaker (B) following a heat shock (HS) of +0, 

+2, +3, +5, +7, or +9 ⁰C above the control temperature of 10 ⁰C for 2h followed by a 2h 

recovery at the control temperature prior to sampling. Fry were exposed to either DTS or 

NoDTS as embryos. Data were modeled using a Poisson-lognormal generalized mixed 

model fitted with a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the 

“MCMC.qpcr” package and B-actin and gapdh as priors. Data represent the posterior 

means ± 95% credible intervals. Pairwise comparison between groups was used to 

determine statistical significance at a p-value of 0.05. Letters to the left of data points 

indicate significant differences among HS temperatures within the NoDTS group. Letters 

to the right of the data indicate significant differences between HS temperatures within 

the DTS group. Stars indicate significant differences from the global control (NoDTS, no 

acute HS [ctrl blue circle]). Double slash indicates significant differences between rearing 

groups (DTS vs NoDTS) at a given HS temperature.  
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2.3.2. Constitutive genes  

hsc70 and hsp90b mRNA levels were affected differently between lakes (Fig. 11). 

The only change in regulation of these constitutive genes was in fry exposed to DTS as 

embryos from Blackstrap Lake, where a +7 ⁰C HS upregulated hsc70 (Fig. 11A). In 

contrast, fry reared with DTS as embryos from Lake Diefenbaker subjected to a +5 ⁰C HS 

downregulated hsc70 and hsp90b (Fig. 11 B and E). hsp90b was also significantly 

downregulated in Lake Diefenbaker fry in the following groups when compared to the 

global control: +0 (DTS HS control), 5, and 7 ⁰C for fry subjected to embryonic DTS, and 

+2 ⁰C for fry reared with embryonic NoDTS (Fig. 11D).   
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Figure 11. hsc70 and hsp90β mRNA levels (log2 abundance arbitrary units) for lake 

whitefish fry from Blackstrap Lake (A and C) and Lake Diefenbaker (B and D) following 

a heat shock (HS) of +0, +2, +3, +5, +7, or +9 ⁰C above the control temperature of 10 ⁰C 

for 2h followed by a 2h recovery at the control temperature prior to sampling. Fry were 

exposed to either DTS or NoDTS as embryos. Data were modeled using a Poisson-

lognormal generalized mixed model fitted with a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

model as part of the “MCMC.qpcr” package and B-actin and gapdh as priors. Data 

represent the posterior means ± 95% credible intervals. Pairwise comparison between 

groups was used to determine statistical significance at a p-value of 0.05. Letters to the 

left of data points indicate significant differences among HS temperatures within the 

NoDTS group. Letters to the right of the data indicate significant differences between HS 

temperatures within the DTS group. Stars indicate significant differences from the global 

control (NoDTS, no acute HS [ctrl blue circle]). Double slash indicates significant 

differences between rearing groups (DTS vs NoDTS) at a given HS temperature.  
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2.4. Discussion 

Temperature is a common abiotic stressor to organisms in all environments. 

Climate change is increasing air and water temperatures, temporally affecting lake 

warming and cooling, and resulting in greater variability in the timing of ice covering 

(Hamilton et al., 2018; IPCC, 2013; Livingstonea & Adrianb, 2009). In addition to the 

thermal stressors climate change presents, industrial thermal effluents produce elevated 

and fluctuating temperatures of near shore areas – potentially including areas with 

developing embryos (Thome et al., 2016). Combined, these thermal stressors can leave 

fish embryos, larvae, and juveniles vulnerable to overall warmer and highly fluctuating 

temperatures. While thermal stress in fish is well studied, there are gaps in the data 

regarding how embryos and early life stage fish will cope with warming environmental 

conditions. This research shows that the lake whitefish early life stage HSR and upper 

thermal maxima are influenced by parental environmental history (meant to mimic 

climate change effects) and embryonic thermal history (imitating the temperature 

fluctuations associated with industrial thermal effluent). However, the post-hatch 

influence of these thermal histories is minor. Overall, early life stage lake whitefish 

display plastic responses to thermal stress. With changing climate conditions, it is 

important to understand if and/or how early life stage lake whitefish will respond to the 

new environment.  

Differences between parental environmental histories, i.e., the lakes that parents of 

embryos inhabit, can infer differences in thermal tolerances and stress responses. 

Blackstrap Lake is a small (12 km2, 9 m max depth), warm and shallow lake and Lake 

Diefenbaker is a relatively large (430 km2, 66 m max depth), deep and cool lake. Both 

lakes are located in south-central Saskatchewan and are agriculturally and 
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anthropogenically impacted, in close vicinity to a highway and have high recreational 

activity. Dore Lake is the largest by area (630 km2, 20 m max depth) of the lakes 

included in this study and located north of central Saskatchewan. Dore Lake has limited 

access and recreational sites are limited to the southern portion of the lake; thus, it is far 

less anthropogenically impacted and because of its location it is not agriculturally 

impacted. The data from this study show that lake whitefish embryos derived from 

parents from Blackstrap Lake were more thermal tolerant than those from Lake 

Diefenbaker or Dore Lake parents (Fig. 2). Due to the warm and shallow characteristics 

of Blackstrap Lake, the parents of these embryos may have been acclimatized to 

Blackstrap Lake’s warmer temperatures and limnology or produced gametes that share 

this local adaptation. The salmonid stress response has been suggested to be impacted by 

genetic history (Heath et al., 1993), therefore it is plausible that over time environmental 

changes will be accompanied by physiological changes which have the potential to lead 

to population adaptations. Local adaptation may explain the difference observed between 

the MTMax temperatures for embryos derived from Blackstrap Lake compared to Lake 

Diefenbaker and Dore Lake (Fig. 2). All embryos were exposed to the same in-lab 

conditions, thus the source for variation in their MTMax could be genetic, or it could be a 

result of parental acclimatization temperatures, or a combination of factors. It is also 

particularly interesting that despite Lake Diefenbaker being in close proximity to 

Blackstrap Lake with similar human impacts related to urbanization, agriculture and 

heavy recreational uses that its embryos responded as per those from Dore Lake, 

exhibiting identical survival patterns in their MTMax. When these differences in HSR 
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and thermal maxima are compared it is evident that a parental acclimatization or 

adaptation to Blackstrap Lake has altered the response of lake whitefish embryos.  

Combined, the threshold of induction for the HSR and MTMax data suggest that 

Dore Lake embryos were the least tolerant to thermal stress events. Dore Lake is a deep, 

cool, and pristine lake with very little anthropogenic activity relative to Lake Diefenbaker 

and Blackstrap Lake. Embryos from Dore Lake are potentially more susceptible to HS as 

they might be more temperature sensitive as suggested by the Dore DTS embryo’s +5 ⁰C 

threshold of induction temperature for the hsp70 HSR (Fig. 4C) compared to the +11 ⁰C 

induction temperature for the DTS group from Blackstrap Lake and Lake Diefenbaker 

(Fig. 4). This could be because Dore Lake animals are less subjected to HSR-related 

stressors due to their geographical location and lack of human influence. Thus, Dore lake 

animals do not share the same innate ability to manage multiple stressor events (i.e., 

successive DTS followed by acute HS), relative to Lake Diefenbaker and Blackstrap 

Lake animals. However, embryos from parents from Blackstrap Lake and Lake 

Diefenbaker both had instances of downregulation in their HSR, whereas those from 

Dore Lake only exhibited consistent upregulation. This may be explained by several 

factors, including epigenetic changes or altered processes in Blackstrap Lake and Lake 

Diefenbaker animals following acclimatization as a result of greater anthropogenic 

impacts. Mahanty et al. (2017) have shown that fish acclimated/acclimatized to cooler 

temperatures have lower basal levels of some Hsps. This might explain the increased 

sensitivity of Dore Lake embryos. Additionally, differences in the HSR have been 

observed between brook trout inhabiting warmer or cooler locations (Chadwick et al., 

2015). Fangue et al. (2011) showed that in tidepool sculpins (Oligocottus maculosus) 
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both acclimation temperature and intertidal height affects thermal tolerance. Hsp gene 

expression and plasticity patterns have been shown to be heritable in sea turtles (Caretta 

caretta; Tedeschi et al., 2016), demonstrating potential for population level changes in 

response to changing environmental conditions. 

 Lake whitefish in this study displayed plasticity in their responses as a result of 

their parental environmental histories. Curiously, our data seems to suggest that the 

effects of parental environmental history alone in Blackstrap Lake embryos reared under 

common garden lab conditions dissipated by 3 months post-hatch. Post-hatch fry from 

Blackstrap Lake that were exposed to DTS as embryos showed significant differences in 

their CTMax compared to Lake Diefenbaker fry with either embryonic thermal history. 

However, no significant difference was observed between the NoDTS groups from either 

lake or between the NoDTS/DTS treatment groups within each lake, suggesting that to an 

extent, parental environmental history effects may be transient. A similar finding was 

observed in Acanthochromis polyacanthus (spiny chromis damselfish) offspring; an 

acclimation difference of +3 ⁰C resulted in significantly smaller offspring at hatch but did 

not stunt juvenile development or performance (Donelson et al., 2012). The salmonid 

stress response has been shown to likely be influenced by genetic history (Heath et al., 

1993). This finding combined with the data presented in the current study may imply that 

parental stress can be genetically transmitted to offspring. Several other groups have 

reported that parental thermal stress or various maternal stressors negatively affect 

offspring size and survival in snapping turtles (Chelydra serpentina), damselfish 

(Pomacentrus amboinensis), largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides), and farmed 
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Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) including implications in offspring behavior (Brooks et al., 

1991; Eriksen et al., 2006, 2011; McCormick, 2006; Redfern et al., 2017). 

 Exposure to DTS reduced thermal tolerance (MTMax), regardless of parental 

lake-of-origin. Embryos demonstrated different levels of survivability when exposed to 

acute HS temperatures. For embryos of all lakes, NoDTS embryos were able to withstand 

greater temperatures compared to the DTS embryos. While previous studies have shown 

that heat hardening, i.e., regular, short exposures to temperatures above the organism’s 

optimal range, can aid in increasing thermotolerance (Bilyk et al., 2012; Maness & 

Hutchison, 1980), this was not the case for lake whitefish embryos. DTS did not result in 

heat hardening and increased thermal tolerance, but rather hindered it. A fluctuating 

thermal regimen did not appear to offer any consistent advantage to embryos or fry 

within the DTS treatment groups. However, juvenile Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) were 

shown to increase their CTMax after one diel cycle of various fluctuating temperature 

regimens (18-27 ⁰C, 20-27 ⁰C, or 22-27 ⁰C; Corey et al., 2017). It is noteworthy that the 

present study shows a moderate-term, 50-day exposure to DTS can negatively impact the 

upper thermal limit of fish. One explanation for this might be the accumulated stress from 

DTS exposure reduced their ability to tolerate extreme thermal stress events. 

Alternatively, the NoDTS group might have been able to initiate a more rapid or 

prolonged HSR which contributed to their increased thermal tolerance. Thus, their 

survival was dependent on the protective nature of the HSR (Lindquist, 1986). While 

fluctuating temperatures has contributed to increased thermal tolerance, as previously 

mentioned (Corey et al., 2017), and heat hardening has been shown in several fish species 
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(Bilyk et al., 2012; Grinder et al., 2020; Morgan et al., 2018), the DTS experienced by 

lake whitefish embryos in this study had detrimental impacts on their thermal tolerance.  

Despite the obvious differences in embryo MTMax, the lack of a difference in 

CTMax between 3-month post hatch fry indicates that the effects of embryonic exposure 

to DTS might be transient. Some explanations for this could be that in the absence of 

recurring thermal stress fry were able to acclimate to the stable post-hatch laboratory 

environment. Essentially, eliminating the environmental difference between these groups 

eliminated response differences. This further demonstrates the plasticity that exists in 

these types of responses and how fish can adjust to their current environment. A common 

phenomenon with acclimation is its temporary effects – heat hardening can increase 

thermal tolerance in fish, but the effects are short lived (Bilyk et al., 2012; Grinder et al., 

2020). Kellerman et al. (2017) found that Drosophila melanogaster CTMax was most 

greatly influenced by their developmental thermal history compared to acclimation 

temperature as adults; this demonstrates that the life stage at which thermal history 

influences CTMax may be species specific.   

Consistent with other thermal studies on fish (Pan et al., 2000) and more specifically 

lake whitefish (Sessions et al., 2021; Stefanovic et al., 2016; Whitehouse et al., 2017; 

Whitehouse & Manzon, 2019), hsp70 mRNA levels showed the greatest fold changes and 

had the lowest threshold of induction temperature, suggesting it is the primary Hsp in the 

lake whitefish HSR. Although hsp70 mRNA levels were consistently the most responsive 

in all treatment groups, the nature of the response varied between parental and embryonic 

thermal history groups. For instance, exposure to DTS increased the threshold of 

induction temperature in embryos from Lake Diefenbaker and Blackstrap Lake, whereas 
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it decreased it in embryos derived from Dore Lake. These differences may arise from 

parental habitat differences. Lake whitefish from Blackstrap Lake and Lake Diefenbaker 

which are more anthropogenically impacted might easily acclimate to environmental 

stress, initiating and terminating their stress responses more readily compared to embryos 

derived from a pristine lake like Dore Lake. It has been repeatedly shown that hsp70 is 

more readily upregulated in embryos than other Hsps and upregulated with greater 

magnitude than it is in fry (Sessions et al., 2021; Stefanovic et al., 2016; Whitehouse et 

al., 2017). Overall, the data show that the lake whitefish HSR changes with life stage and 

with acclimatization.  

hsp47 was only upregulated in response to the highest measured HS temperatures 

embryos and fry were exposed to. This finding is consistent with previous work which 

shows that 105 dpf lake whitefish embryos exposed to a +3, 6, or 9 ⁰C HS did not 

upregulate hsp47 (Stefanovic et al., 2016). Additionally, Whitehouse et al. (2017) showed 

that 39 through 63 dpf embryos exposed to repeated thermal stress actually 

downregulated hsp47 following HS exposure. Higher HS temperatures were required to 

initiate an hsp47 HSR and overall resulted in a lower magnitude response compared to 

hsp70 for both embryos and fry. While both hsp70 and hsp47 follow similar trends of 

relatively consistent upregulation, hsp90a does not. Although Hsp90a is typically 

considered an inducible Hsp in fishes (Atlantic cod, Skjaerven et al., 2011; American 

shad, Bayse et al., 2020; zebrafish, Lele et al., 1999; Long et al., 2012; Salmon, Pan et al., 

2000), in the present study, as in previous studies on lake whitefish (Sessions et al., 2021; 

Stefanovic et al., 2016; Whitehouse et al., 2017), hsp90a mRNA levels tended to be more 

consistent with constitutive hsp mRNA levels than inducible hsp levels. This lack of 
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response could establish hsp90a as a less important player in lake whitefish embryonic 

HSR. The combined results of hsp47 and hsp90a mRNA levels further lend support for 

Hsp70 being the primary Hsp in combatting thermal stress, rendering Hsp47 and Hsp90a 

less critical in the lake whitefish embryo HSR. Unlike Hsp70, Hsp47 and Hsp90a are 

spatially and differentially regulated in fish and other organisms (Hirayoshi et al 1991; 

Lele et al., 1997, 1999; Nagata et al., 1996; Deane & Woo, 2003) with Hsp47 being 

generally localized to the endoplasmic reticulum (reviewed in Krone et al., 1997) and 

Hsp90a being involved in developmental processes as well as the steroid stress response 

(Bresnick et al., 1989; Deane & Woo, 2003; Rutherford & Lindquist, 1998). Hsp47 is 

involved in collagen production (Lele et al., 1997; Lele & Krone, 1997), so it is 

reasonable to hypothesize that due to its other roles and potential involvement in 

developmental processes, it is less available for the embryonic HSR. Lele et al. (1997) 

showed that zebrafish expressed hsp47 in precartilagenous cells following heat shocks. 

Several studies have stated that hsp47 is coincidentally expressed alongside many 

collagen types (Krone et al., 1997). However, lake whitefish young of the year were 

shown to elicit an hsp47 response after subjection to HS temperatures of +3, 6, and/or 9 

⁰C (Stefanovic et al., 2016). Additionally, the lack of an hsp90a HSR response also 

appears to be life stage dependent rather than absent in the species, as 3 mph fry from 

Lake Diefenbaker exposed to DTS as embryos did initiate an hsp90a HSR, albeit a 

variable one. Stefanovic et al. (2016) also observed changes in hsp90a in 2 mph lake 

whitefish following thermal stress exposure. Overall, the data suggest that Hsp70 is 

primarily responsible for mitigating thermal stress, whereas Hsp47 and Hsp90a are 

secondary in the HSR and respond in an age-dependent manner.  
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Another notable finding was that embryos from all lakes exhibited a similar 

pattern in which DTS exposure attenuated the hsp90a HSR compared to the NoDTS 

groups. This trend was also conserved in fry from Lake Diefenbaker that received DTS as 

embryos. Perhaps a more severe HS is needed to elicit a hsp90a HSR, or hsp90a might 

have a more delayed response than hsp70. Alternatively, Hsp90a could be allocated and 

prioritized elsewhere in other cellular processes limiting the ability for it to respond to 

thermal stressors. For instance, Hsp90a is involved in the cortisol stress response 

(Bresnick et al., 1989; Pratt & Toft, 1997), as it is one of the molecular chaperones that 

helps to maintain the proper glucocorticoid receptor conformation (Pratt & Toft, 1997). 

Therefore, the stress potentially associated with DTS and further combined with a HS 

could increase cortisol levels rather than responding to the thermal stress. Sathiyaa et al. 

(2001) showed that rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) hsp90a mRNA levels were 

attenuated following experimental treatment with 1000ng/ml of cortisol. Overall, the 

difference between DTS and NoDTS embryo and fry hsp90a levels could substantiate the 

effect of the embryonic thermal environment, once again demonstrating plasticity in the 

HSR.  

As expected, the threshold of induction temperature for the HSR was lower than 

the MTMax and CTMax upper limit for both embryos and fry (Bayse et al 2020; Fangue 

et al., 2006, 2011). Because of how physiological stress is experienced, the cell begins 

initiating a response immediately upon recognition of a stressful condition. This is 

achieved by Hsps being “attracted” to denatured proteins, thereby unbinding the heat 

shock factor 1 (Hsf1) trimer. This unbinding of Hsf1 by Hsp70 then allows Hsf1 to act on 

the heat shock element to upregulate transcription of Hsf1 related genes, like hsp70, to 
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mitigate the stress (Le Breton & Mayer, 2016). Therefore, cellular responses can be 

measured to occur before whole organism responses are observed due to the upregulation 

of Hsps; thus, the effects of thermal stress on the whole organism are not observed until 

they have surpassed the cellular response’s capacity. CTMax pushes an organism’s 

thermal tolerance boundaries.  

Distinct differences between lakes were observed for both the MTMax/CTMax 

and the threshold of induction for the HSR; Blackstrap Lake embryos were able to 

withstand greater temperatures than their counterparts from Lake Diefenbaker or Dore 

Lake. However, differences in the HSR set Dore Lake embryos apart from Lake 

Diefenbaker and Blackstrap Lake embryos. Dore Lake embryos had consistently 

upregulated HSRs and their DTS and NoDTS groups had lower and higher threshold of 

induction temperatures for the hsp70 HSR, respectively, when compared to Lake 

Diefenbaker and Blackstrap Lake embryos. Although there appeared to be a consistent 

HSR following acute HS temperature exposure, there is no consistent trend relating the 

threshold of induction temperature for the HSR to MTMax/CTMax in lake whitefish 

embryos or fry. This is in contrast to findings in sculpins where CTMax is reached 2 ⁰C 

after the HSR is initiated (Fangue et al., 2011). Unlike with sculpins, our ability to define 

a clear boundary correlating lake whitefish HSR and CTMax temperatures may be 

impaired due to lake whitefish experiencing seasonal temperature variation and being 

able to withstand a broad range of temperatures before reaching their thermal limit.  

Previous research has shown that acclimation to warmer temperatures is 

correlated to increased thermal tolerance (Fangue et al., 2011; Ravaux et al., 2016). 

Embryos from Blackstrap Lake had the highest MTMax and the lowest fold change in 
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their HSR. Because we know Blackstrap Lake naturally experiences extreme 

temperatures in the summer months, the parents could have been exposed to these warm 

events multiple times throughout their life; thus, suggesting the acclimatization of parents 

in Blackstrap Lake to warmer conditions in conjunction with other aspects of Blackstrap 

Lake’s specific limnology conferred increased thermal tolerance in their embryos; 

alternatively, increased thermal tolerance might be a trait innate to Blackstrap embryos as 

the Blackstrap population could have evolved habitat-specific adaptations. Despite the 

minimal difference among CTMax temperatures between the fry groups, Blackstrap fry 

still had a lower fold change in hsp70 compared to Lake Diefenbaker fry. Perhaps the 

effects of parental environmental history and embryonic DTS on whole organism thermal 

tolerance were transient, but on a cellular level they might still confer some protection at 

3 mph. To date there is a limited amount of literature correlating CTMax to the threshold 

of induction temperature for the HSR. As previously mentioned, this study did not find a 

consistent relationship between the temperature at which the HSR is initiated and CTMax 

for lake whitefish as a species. The correlation between the threshold of induction 

temperature for the HSR and CTMax may be habitat specific due to environmental 

differences experienced between lake whitefish populations. Blackstrap Lake and Lake 

Diefenbaker embryo NoDTS groups initiated their hsp70 HSR at lower temperatures than 

the DTS groups and had a slightly wider range between their initiation of the hsp70 HSR 

and MTMax temperatures. This likely contributed to the NoDTS groups having a greater 

MTMax than their DTS counterparts. Dore Lake DTS embryos had a much wider range 

(over 2-fold) between their threshold of induction temperature for the hsp70 HSR and 

MTMax compared to the NoDTS group, yet counter to Blackstrap Lake and Lake 
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Diefenbaker embryos, their MTMax was lower for the DTS group than for the NoDTS 

group. One explanation for this could be that they were unable to sustain a prolonged, 

energetically costly HSR, possibly because employment of the HSR is less frequent in the 

Dore Lake population due to the pristine, stable environment their parents were 

acclimatized to, they are not equipped to tolerate prolonged HSRs especially when 

coupled with previous thermal stress exposure (DTS).  

In conclusion, this study has shown that parental environmental history and 

embryonic thermal history affect MTMax of lake whitefish embryos, such that embryos 

derived from parents from Blackstrap Lake displayed greater thermal tolerance than 

embryos derived from parents from Lake Diefenbaker or Dore Lake. Additionally, 

exposure to DTS reduced whole animal thermal tolerance in embryos regardless of 

parental environmental history. However, the differences in thermal tolerances observed 

in 3 mph fry may suggest that parental environmental history and embryonic thermal 

history individually might not have long term effects in the absence of regular thermal 

stressors, but the combination of parental environmental history and embryonic thermal 

stress may have long term effects on thermal tolerance.  In terms of the threshold of 

induction temperature for the HSR, embryonic thermal history altered the response, 

however, parental environmental history did not. Embryos and fry that received 

embryonic DTS initiated a HSR at greater temperatures than those with the NoDTS 

thermal history, and in some cases DTS exposure resulted in attenuated HSR. Thermal 

tolerance in early life stage lake whitefish appears to be a plastic phenotype that increases 

or decreases depending on life stage and thermal history. This suggests that there is 
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potential for this species, and possibly other cool-water species, to cope with and adjust 

to the changing climate conditions we expect to endure.  
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3. Chapter two: Determining the effects of parental environment and embryonic 

rearing temperature on thermal tolerance and the hypoxia stress response in lake 

whitefish embryos and fry 

 3.1. Introduction:  

Temperature and low oxygen concentrations are common abiotic stressors in many 

aquatic environments. These stressors can act alone or in combination to affect various 

aspects of fish biology, such as growth, behavior, distribution, physiology, and 

immunology (Abdel-Tawwab et al., 2019; Little et al., 2020). We can expect increases in 

average temperature and greater temperature fluctuations as a result of climate change 

(IPCC, 2013). Data have shown that the ten warmest years on record have all been within 

the 21st century, with 2020 ranking the second warmest (NOAA, 2021). Importantly, in 

addition to a gradual increase in mean water temperatures, climate change brings 

increases in the magnitude of temperature fluctuations and temperature extremes 

potentially exposing fish to novel or more severe stressors which may be both acute and 

chronic. The effects of climate change and these additional stressors have already started 

to shift the distribution of some species in some areas (Cline et al., 2013; Jeppesen et al., 

2010; Somero, 2010; Van Zuiden et al., 2016). A more subtle but equally important effect 

of climate change is its potential impact on the winter cooling and spring warming of 

near shore areas and the associated timing and duration of ice cover and ice break-up 

(Hamilton et al., 2018; Livingstonea & Adrianb, 2009). Shifts in timing of these events 

can in turn affect timing of spawning events and fish developmental rates for near shore 

winter spawning species. Late ice break-up may leave newly hatched fish exposed to 

hypoxic environments. Thus, both temperature and hypoxia can lead to additional stress 

for exposed animals such that without sufficient time for acclimation or adaptation, 

presuming adaptation is possible, survival of the individual and species is at risk. While 
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there is substantial work done on adult and juvenile fish, less is known about the coping 

mechanisms used by the early life stages, such as the embryonic and larval periods. 

Increases in water temperature during the embryonic period can result in accelerated 

development, earlier hatch, smaller individuals at hatch, mutations, and increased 

mortality (Cadiz et al., 2018; Eme et al., 2015; Forster et al., 2012; Mueller et al., 2015; 

Rosa et al., 2014). Embryos are particularly vulnerable to temperature increases as they 

typically have no behavioral means to escape warm waters. Larval and juvenile fish are 

also susceptible to increasing temperatures as these can lead to physiological changes. 

Generally, fish can acclimatize to their surroundings with those exposed to warm water 

having greater thermal tolerance than their cool water conspecifics (Fangue et al., 2006, 

2011; Healy & Schulte, 2012).  

Reduced oxygen levels and hypoxic conditions are often associated with warmer 

temperatures; however, they can also arise from winter ice cover.  Moreover, 

anthropogenic activities often result in eutrophication which increases the frequency and 

severity of hypoxic episodes. Hypoxic waters can have effects ranging from minor and 

sublethal, to severe and lethal. Decreases in oxygen availability can result in reduced 

growth rates and thus limit body size (Forster et al., 2012; Grasset et al., 2014; Kwasek et 

al., 2017; Pichavant et al., 2001), delays in development (Hamor & Garside, 1976; 

Kajimura et al., 2005; Shang & Wu, 2004), early hatching of embryos and increased 

mortality (Bradford & Seymour, 1988). More generally, hypoxia can also affect 

physiology, biochemical processes, and behavior. Because hypoxia and temperature 

stress often coincide, fish and other organisms in these environments may be faced with 

multiple stressors (McBryan et al., 2013). Fish may have different coping responses when 
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they experience multi-stressors relative to individual stressors, and these can include 

behavioral, physiological, biochemical, and/or molecular responses.  

Molecular stress responses are often triggered following the detection of 

denatured proteins within the cell; these responses may include the heat shock response 

(HSR) and hypoxia inducible factor (HIF) response. The HSR is a well-studied, universal 

cellular stress response. It was originally discovered in response to thermal stress in 

Drosophila melanogaster (Ritossa, 1962) but has also been shown to occur in response to 

a wide variety of other stressors such as hypoxia, chemical, and heavy metal stressors and 

is conserved across taxa (Parsell and Lindquist, 1993). The HSR is characterized by the 

upregulation of inducible heat shock proteins (Hsps; Lindquist, 1986). When cellular 

stress is experienced, Hsps aid in refolding denatured proteins and inhibiting cell death 

pathways (reviewed in Arya et al., 2007; Fulda et al., 2010). In addition to the inducible 

Hsps, several constitutive Hsps exist and function as molecular chaperones (Parsell & 

Lindquist, 1993; Feder & Hofmann, 1999; Lindquist, 1986).  One of the key regulators of 

the response to hypoxia is the family of hypoxia-inducible factors (Hif). Hifs are 

transcription factors, and the HIF pathway regulates various hypoxia inducible genes 

(Wu, 2002) in attempt to maintain cellular oxygen homeostasis. Hif1a is the primary 

inducible factor and is conserved across many species (Hu et al., 2003). Hif1 is only 

active under hypoxic conditions, where Hif1a heterodimerizes with Hif1b to form the 

Hif1 complex and can then translocate to the nucleus to upregulate gene transcription. 

However, under normoxia, Hif1 activity is inhibited via the rapid degradation of the 

Hif1a protein (Huang et al., 1998; Ziello et al., 2007). 
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Fish have been shown to acclimate or acclimatize (Johnston & Dunn, 1987; 

Somero, 2010) to temperature extremes and alter the pathways regulating energy supply 

and demand in response to long-term temperature shifts (Blier & Guderley, 1988; 

Duggan et al., 2011; Johnston & Dunn, 1987; McClelland et al., 2006). One component 

of acclimation or acclimatization is a change in thermal tolerance (Fangue et al., 2006, 

2011; Oksala et al., 2014; Sarma et al., 2010). The extent to which thermal tolerance can 

change can vary both between and within species (Fangue et al., 2006, 2011; reviewed in 

Iwama et al., 1998).  Acclimation to warmer temperatures can also offer increased 

hypoxia tolerance (McBryan et al., 2016). Temperature changes in the environment can 

also affect oxygen availability; similar to thermal tolerance fish have been shown to 

acclimate to hypoxic conditions via previous or repeated exposure (Del Rio et al., 2019). 

Hypoxia tolerance has been shown to be achieved by limiting oxygen consumption rates 

(Mandic et al., 2009). 

Lake whitefish are a cool-water species that spawn between late autumn or early 

winter (Hart, 1931). Their embryos develop at near freezing temperatures over the course 

of winter and hatch in spring (Hart, 1931). As a benthic species, lake whitefish typically 

occupy deeper lakes that offer cool water refuge through stratifying in the summer 

months. However, there are a few lake whitefish populations in Saskatchewan and other 

areas of North America inhabiting shallow lakes. Shallow lakes tend to experience water 

mixing and are less likely to stratify, meaning they lack deep, cool water refuges. In 

summer months, fish and aquatic organisms inhabiting shallow lakes are more 

susceptible to experiencing warmer conditions. In Saskatchewan, Blackstrap Lake, a 

shallow lake, can reach temperatures ranging from 20-23.3 oC during the summer months 
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(personal communication, Rebecca North). The thermal and limnological differences 

between deep, cool and warm, shallow lakes that lake whitefish are found in allows us to 

study their long-term acclimatization and adaptation to elevated water temperatures; thus, 

offering an opportunity to distinguish between parental environmental history and 

embryonic thermal history effects.  

My research aims to understand how parental environmental history and embryonic 

thermal history alters thermal tolerance, and thermal and hypoxia stress responses of lake 

whitefish embryos and larvae. The overall objective is to gain a better understanding of 

the mechanisms available to lake whitefish to adapt to changing climate and 

environmental conditions. Specifically, this project intends to:  

1) Determine to what extent parental and embryonic environments alter the critical 

thermal maxima of lake whitefish embryos and post-hatch fry. 

2) Quantify mRNA transcript abundance for hypoxia-related genes to determine how 

embryonic rearing history and parental environmental history affect the hypoxia 

response in lake whitefish fry.   

Since acclimating fish to warmer temperatures has been shown to increase their 

thermal tolerance, I hypothesize that those embryos from parents from Blackstrap Lake, 

and reared at an elevated temperature will have the greatest thermal tolerance as 

measured by modified thermal maximum in embryos and critical thermal maximum in 

fry. Additionally, because exposure to reduced oxygen (i.e., hypoxia) often coincides 

with elevated temperature, I hypothesize larvae with a warmer embryonic thermal history 

will have greater hypoxia tolerance as a result of acclimatization and increased stress 

tolerance capacities. I predict that embryos derived from Blackstrap Lake and reared at 5 
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oC will have the highest modified thermal maxima, and post-hatch fry will have the 

highest critical thermal maxima, as well as lower levels of mRNA for hypoxia related 

genes than post-hatch fry derived from parents of Lake Diefenbaker or reared at 2 oC as 

embryos.  

Exposure to repeated stressors can result in an increase in basal levels of stress-

response proteins, as such, I hypothesize that animals who experience chronic or repeated 

stressors will either be able to mitigate the damage without inducing a stress response or 

induce a low-magnitude stress response as a result of altered stress responses, relative to 

unstressed individuals. This is in part because of the increased thermal tolerance 

associated with warmer temperatures aiding in hypoxia tolerance (because the stress 

responses can be intertwined).  

3.2. Experimental design: 

3.2.1. Animal collection and housing:  

Adult lake whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) were collected from spawning 

shoals at Blackstrap Lake and Lake Diefenbaker, November 2, 2018, and November 15, 

2018, respectively. Adults were collected using bottom-set gillnets. Fish were stripped of 

eggs and milt. Pools of eggs were fertilized with a pool of milt, water hardened, and 

transported back to University of Regina’s aquatics facility in 1 L polypropylene jars set 

on ice. Approximately 8000 embryos were housed in 2 L mini-bell jars (Aquatic Eco-

Systems Inc., Apopka, FL, USA) with constant dechlorinated, aerated water flow to 

ensure embryos were gently rolling.  Embryos were incubated in flowing filtered 

dechlorinated city water, fresh water changes were performed weekly, and dead embryos 

were removed daily. 
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3.2.2. Experimental groups:  

Following embryo collection, embryos from both lakes were reared at 5 °C for 1 

week, after which half were transferred to a separate system and gradually brought down 

to 2 oC over the course of 2 days. This design allows for four experimental rearing 

groups: Blackstrap 5 oC, Blackstrap 2 oC, Diefenbaker 5 oC, and Diefenbaker 2 oC.  

3.2.3. Modified and Critical thermal maxima tests:  

Modified thermal maximum (MTMax) experiments were performed on embryos 

at 56- and 98-days post fertilization (dpf; ~9,000 embryos in total). To assess differences 

in embryonic thermal tolerance between experimental rearing groups, embryos from both 

lakes and both rearing temperatures (i.e. 2 and 5 oC) were exposed to 4 h MTMax 

temperatures that were +0 (control), and +9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 

22, 23 oC above rearing temperature for the 2 oC reared embryos, and +0, and +9, 10, 11, 

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 oC above rearing temperature for the 5 oC reared 

embryos. Embryos were transferred to vessels (~65 embryos/vessel) and were then 

placed in an insulated tank at the appropriate MTMax temperature. Over the course of 

MTMax exposure water was aerated and tank temperatures monitored and adjusted if 

needed two hours into the experiment. Once the MTMax exposure was completed, 

embryos were transferred from their vessel into Petri dishes, where they underwent 

inspection, photography, and mortality counts. Finally, embryos were reared in a cold 

room at their respective rearing temperature for an additional four weeks. During this 

four-week rearing period, water in Petri dishes was changed and mortalities were 

recorded daily. MTMax was determined by survival at the end of a two-week period. 

Data have been averaged and presented as percent survival for each temperature.   
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To determine whether parental environmental history or rearing temperature have 

long-term effects on thermal tolerance that extended beyond the embryonic period into 

the late larval, early juvenile period, critical thermal maxima (CTMax) at 4 weeks post 

hatch (wph; n=20) was assessed. The CTMax was determined by increasing water 

temperature at a rate of ~0.4 oC/min until larvae were unable to maintain a normal 

upright, horizontal orientation and began to tilt vertically, hereafter referred to as a loss of 

equilibrium or until they stopped swimming and sat on the bottom. CTMax was measured 

in a 400 ml vessel and water was aerated to maintain oxygen saturation and uniform 

temperature. Once an observable loss of equilibrium occurred, larvae were individually 

transferred into a recovery tank at ~ 12 oC. One-way ANOVA and Tukey-Kramer post 

hoc tests were used to determine significant differences (α = 0.05; P-value = 0.01) 

between lake types and treatments groups in the fry CTMax. Data are presented as a box 

plot with the median, 95% confidence intervals and the minimum and maximum 

temperatures withstood.  

3.2.4. Hypoxia treatments:  

Here the effects of parental lake (warm/shallow [Blackstrap Lake] versus 

cool/deep [Lake Diefenbaker]) and embryonic rearing temperature (2 ℃ versus 5 ℃) on 

hypoxia tolerance were examined.  To assess the effects different rearing temperature and 

parental environmental history have on hypoxia tolerance, recovery from hypoxia, and 

hypoxia-related stress responses, 4 wph larvae from each of the 4 experimental rearing 

groups  (n=25) were exposed to one of five hypoxia treatments:  1) 0 h normoxia; 

sampled directly from the tanks 2) 4 h normoxia; handling control 3) 4 h normoxia + 4 h 

recovery at normoxia 4) 4 h hypoxia at 3.0 mg/L dissolved oxygen (DO) and 5) 4 h 
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hypoxia at 3.0 mg/L DO + 4 h recovery at normoxia. Since warmer temperatures 

accelerate development, embryos reared at 5 oC hatched six weeks earlier than those 

reared at 2 oC.  To ensure appropriate comparisons based on post-fertilization age (i.e., 

dpf) as well as post-hatch developmental age the 2 ℃ embryos were expose to hypoxia at 

the same age post-fertilization age when the 5 ℃ hatchlings were 4 wph (see Table 2). 

Likewise, when the 2 oC treatment group reached 4 wph, the 5 oC treatment group 

underwent hypoxic exposure to match the dpf age of the 2 oC treatment group. Fry were 

sampled and snap frozen on liquid nitrogen at 0 h, 4 h, and 8 h (treatment + recovery) 

immediately following the experimental treatment (see Fig. 12) and stored at -80 oC until 

processed. Hypoxic conditions were created by bubbling nitrogen gas into a sealed tank 

until the desired DO concentration was reached. Water was transferred into the jars via a 

hose, larvae were added, and the jar was sealed shut. DO concentrations were taken at the 

0h, 4h, and if exposed to a recovery period, 8 h marks. DO concentrations were measured 

using an LDO oxygen probe (Hach, Colorado, USA). mRNA transcript abundances were 

quantified for hypoxia-related and stress response genes (Table 3) to determine how the 

coping mechanisms used differ between lake types and rearing-temperature groups. All 

embryos and fry used in the experiments described above (thermal tolerance and hypoxia 

treatments) were kept separate to ensure no individuals were used for multiple 

experiments. 
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Table 2. Rearing temperature and age of single hypoxia exposure. Embryos and post-

hatch larvae were immediately sampled following hypoxia exposure at ages indicated. 

Hypoxia 

experiment 
Blackstrap 5 oC Diefenbaker 5 oC Blackstrap 2 oC Diefenbaker 2 oC 

1 4 wph (152 dpf) 4 wph (139 dpf) 152 dpf 139 dpf 

2 10 wph 10 wph 4 wph 4 wph 

3 / / 10 wph 10 wph 

 

  



Blackstrap 

Lake

Lake 

Diefenbaker

0 h normoxia

4 h normoxia 

4 h hypoxia at 3 mg/l

4 h normoxia + 4 h recovery at 
normoxia

4 h hypoxia at 3mg/l + 4 h recovery 
at normoxia 

4 wph 

10 wph

2 ⁰C rearing 

temperature

5 ⁰C rearing 

temperature

73
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Figure 12. Flow chart of hypoxia experimental design. Embryos from Blackstrap Lake 

and Lake Diefenbaker were fertilized in vitro and transferred to the University of 

Regina’s Aquatics facility where they were reared at either 2 or 5 ⁰C until hatch. After 

hatch, fry were subjected to various experimental conditions at 4 and 10 weeks post hatch 

(separately – not the same individuals being exposed at 4 and 10 wph). Following their 

experimental exposure, fry were euthanized, separated into two milliliter Eppendorf tubes 

and frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then stored at -80 ⁰C until processed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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Table 3. RT-qPCR primer sequences for Lake Whitefish hypoxia-related genes  

Gene  Sequences (5'-3')  Annealing temperature Amplification efficiency  

hif1a F:  CAG TAT CTT CCT CAC TCG ACA CAG 60 oC 97.8% 

 

R:  GCA GGC TCT TGG TCA CAT GAT C 

  
hsp70 F: TCA TTA CAG TCC CCG CCT AC 65 oC 92.7% 

 

R: TCA CCT CAA AGA TCC CAT CC  

  
igfbp1 F: ATC CGC AAG AAA CTG GTA GAA C 57 oC 106.7% 

 

R: GGG AGG TAG AAG GTG GTG AAC T 

  
vegfa F: TCC AAC CTC CAC ACA TAA CG 60 oC 105.0% 

 

R: ATG GCT CGC ACT GAT TTT CT  

  
ldha F: TAC AGC CCC AAC GCC ATC  55 oC 94.6% 

 

R: GCT TCT CGC CCA TCA GGT  

  
epo  F: TGG ATG TTG CTC TTG TTG TTG  57 oC 100.0% 

 R: CTG GGT GCT GTG AGG GAG T   

GAPDH F: CCG TCC GTC TGG AGA AGG C  60 oC 99.2% 

 

R: GAA GTG GTC GTT CAG AGC AAT G 

  
 β-actin  F: GTG GCG CTG GAC TTT GAG CA 65 oC 92.2% 

  R: ACC GAG GAA GGA GGG CTG GA     
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3.2.5. Quantifying mRNA levels:  

mRNA levels were quantified for six biological replicates (n=6; one fry per 

biological replicate) from each hypoxia experimental group for the four experimental 

rearing groups. RNA was isolated using Trizol® Reagent (Invitrogen Life Technologies, 

Burlington, ON, Canada) following the manufacturer’s protocol, resuspended in DEPC 

treated water, and stored at -80 oC. Spectrophotometry was used to quantify RNA 

concentration and assess RNA purity (A260/280 and A260/230). RNA quality was 

further assessed using 1% agarose gel electrophoresis and confirming clear and distinct 

18 and 28S RNA bands. Total RNA (1 µg) was reversed transcribed into cDNA using the 

QuantiTect ® Reverse Transcription kit (Qiagen, Mississauga, ON, Canada) as per the 

manufacturer’s protocol.  cDNA was then diluted 1:3 with PCR water. mRNA levels for 

all hypoxia treatments from both lakes and rearing temperatures were quantified using 

Real-time PCR (qPCR), and a CFX Connect Real-Time Detection System (Bio-Rad, 

Mississauga, ON, Canada). qPCR was done in triplicate for each biological replicate 

using 1.0 µl cDNA, 250 nmol of gene specific forward and reverse primers (Table 3), and 

2x SsoAdvancedTM SYBR® Green Supermix (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON, Canada) for a 

total of 10 µl and run as follows: 1 cycle at 95 oC for 30 seconds, 40 cycles at 95 oC for 

5s, and the appropriate gene-specific annealing temperature for 30s (Table 3). No-

template controls and inter-run calibrators were included in all runs to ensure no 

contamination and to normalize for between run variation if required, respectively. 

Absence of gDNA contamination was confirmed using glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (gapdh) intron spanning primers and melt curve analysis. β-Actin and 

GAPDH were included as priors in the statistical analysis. Standard curves were done 
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using cDNA pooled from both hypoxia-exposed and control embryos (Table 3). All 

primers were validated and shown to be specific by amplifying a single PCR product with 

efficiencies between 90 and 110 (Table 3).  

3.2.6. Statistical analysis:  

Raw quantification cycle (Cq) qPCR data were exported from CFX 3.1 software 

(Biorad) and analyzed using the MCMC.qpcr package (Matz et al., 2013) in R (version 

3.6.3) and R studio (version 1.4.1717). The package used a Poisson-lognormal 

generalized linear mixed model to compare differences in fold changes in target genes in 

response to fixed factors and variation due to random differences in technical replicates. 

A Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling scheme was used, including reference 

genes as priors. The mcmc.qpcr function used a Cq1 of 37, where the Cq1 value 

represents the number of qPCR cycles necessary to detect a single target molecule. 

Studies in our laboratory have shown that using a Cq1 of 37 or a Cq1 value that has been 

empirically determined does not change the analysis. Each lake and age combination (i.e., 

Blackstrap Lake 4 wph, Lake Diefenbaker 4 wph) were ran as separate models. Fixed 

factors of rearing-temperature, hypoxia, and rearing-temperature:hypoxia were used. 

GAPDH and β-actin were used as priors with a permitted fold change m.fix of 1.2. 

Posterior means were plotted as log2 abundance, with error bars representing 95% 

credible intervals. Differences within and between groups for each gene were identified 

using the HPDsummary in the MCMC.qcr package and deemed significant by pairwise 

comparisons using with p-value = 0.05.  Significant changes in mRNA upregulation or 

downregulation were described relative to the respective local 0h normoxia (0N) control 

for each of the 2 and 5 ⁰C rearing groups.  
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3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Thermal Maxima:  

The data show that chronic embryonic stress associated with rearing at 5 oC rather 

than 2 oC, similar to exposure to repeated daily thermal stress during the embryonic 

period (Chapter 1), reduces thermal tolerance by approximately 2 oC (Fig. 13). However, 

contrary to findings in chapter one (78 dpf embryos), parental environmental history did 

not influence the modified thermal maxima (MTMax) in embryos 56 and 98 dpf (Fig. 

13). Embryonic rearing at an elevated temperature of 5 ⁰C resulted in decreased and more 

variable MTMax in 98 dpf embryos. As observed with the embryos, parental 

environmental history did not influence thermal tolerance in fry reared under common 

conditions post-hatch as there was no significant difference between fry derived from 

Blackstrap Lake or Lake Diefenbaker (Fig. 14). Embryonic thermal history, on the other 

hand, appeared to have persisting effects in Lake Diefenbaker fry as there was a 

significant difference (p < 0.05) between those reared at 2 oC versus those reared at 5 oC 

as embryos. Additionally, both Blackstrap Lake and Lake Diefenbaker fry reared at 2 oC 

as embryos demonstrated a more variable range of upper thermal tolerance limits in 

comparison to their respective conspecifics reared at 5 oC as embryos (Fig. 14).  



A
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Figure 13. Modified thermal maxima (MTMax) of lake whitefish embryos from Lake 

Diefenbaker (DF) and Blackstrap Lake (BS). Embryos were reared at either 2 (BS 2 and 

DF 2) or 5 oC (BS 5 and DF 5). At 56 days post fertilization (dpf; A) and 98 dpf (B), 

MTMax experiments were conducted where embryos received a 4 h HS at +0 oC 

(control), +9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 oC above rearing 

temperature for the 2 oC reared embryos, and +0, and +9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 

18, 19, 20 oC above rearing temperature for the 5 oC reared embryos. Values plotted 

represent the percent survival 14 days post HS.  
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 Figure 14. Critical thermal maxima (CTMax) of lake whitefish fry from Lake 

Diefenbaker (DF) and Blackstrap Lake (BS). Embryos were reared at either 2 (BS-2 and 

DF-2) or 5 oC (BS-5 and DF-5) until hatch. At 30 days post hatch, CTMax was 

determined by increasing the water temperature at a rate of 0.4 oC/min until a loss of 

equilibrium occurred. Box plots display the median, 95% confidence intervals, and 

minimum and maximum CTMax. Letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) 

between experimental groups.  
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3.3.2. Hypoxia stress response 

3.3.2.1. hif1a and hsp70 

Parental thermal histories appeared to affect how fry at 4- and 10 wph responded 

to hypoxia and handling stress. Fry with a parental environmental history from 

Blackstrap Lake did not initiate a hif1a response to any experimental treatments at either 

age (Fig. 15 A and C). In contrast, fry with parents from Lake Diefenbaker had more 

variable responses to the experimental treatments, with apparent differences between the 

ages (Fig. 15 B and D). Lake Diefenbaker fry 4 wph, with a 5 ⁰C embryonic rearing 

history upregulated hif1a in response to both hypoxia treatments (4H and 4HR), and these 

levels were higher than both the 0N and 4N normoxia groups but not 4NR normoxia 

group (Fig. 15 B). In contrast to fry from the 5 ⁰C embryonic rearing group, Lake 

Diefenbaker fry from the 2 ⁰C embryonic rearing group did not upregulate hif1a mRNA 

to any hypoxia treatment. A significant decrease in hif1a in 4HR fry relative to the 0N 

group was observed (Fig. 15 B).  It is noteworthy that hif1a levels in Lake Diefenbaker 

fry reared at 5 ⁰C as embryos had a possible suppression of hif1a levels in response to 

elevated rearing as these levels were lower than those reared at 2 ⁰C for the 0N and 4N 

treatments (Fig. 15 B). Among Lake Diefenbaker fry at 10 wph, the only observed 

change in hif1a mRNA levels was a significant decrease in fry from the 2 ⁰C embryonic 

rearing temperature in response to the 4H treatment (Fig. 15 D).  
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Figure 15. Hif1a mRNA levels (mean log2 abundance) for lake whitefish from Blackstrap 

Lake at 4-wph (A) and 10-wph (C), and Lake Diefenbaker at  4-wph (B) and 10-wph (D) 

following an exposure of 0h normoxia (no-handling control; 0N), a 4h hypoxia at 3mg/l 

(4H), a 4h hypoxia at 3mg/l followed by 4h recovery at normoxia (4HR), 4h normoxia 

(handling control 1; 4N), or 4h normoxia followed by 4h recovery at normoxia (handling 

control 2; 4NR). Fry were reared as embryos at either 2⁰C (circle) or 5⁰C (triangle). Data 

were modeled using a Poisson log-normal generalized mixed model fitted with a 

Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the 'MCMC.qpcr' package and 

GAPDH and Bactin as priors. Data represent the posterior means ± 95% credible 

intervals. Differences between treatments are considered biologically relevant based on 

the pairwise comparison data at a p-value of 0.05. Data points labeled with a double slash 

(//) show statistical differences between rearing groups at a given treatment. Data points 

labelled with letters indicate statistical differences between treatments within a rearing 

group.  
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Fry derived from both lakes and at both ages showed the most robust response 

with respect to changes in hsp70 regulation after exposure to hypoxia (i.e., 4H and 4HR) 

and handling (i.e., 4N and 4 NR) treatments, compared to the other genes analyzed.  The 

temperature at which the embryos were reared significantly affected how 4- and 10 wph 

fry responded to the hypoxia and handling stress with respect to hsp70 mRNA levels. 

Overall, fry of the 5 ⁰C embryonic reared groups tended to have higher levels of hsp70 

mRNA than those in the 2 ⁰C group irrespective of the hypoxia exposure (Fig. 16).  For 

instance, Lake Diefenbaker fry 4 wph, reared at 5 ⁰C as embryos had higher hsp70 levels 

compared to those reared 2 ⁰C for all experimental treatments (Fig. 16 B). Fry that were 

reared as embryos at 5 ⁰C also seemed to respond with changes in hsp70 mRNA in 

response to the various treatments more so than their 2 ⁰C counter parts (Fig. 16). Among 

fry derived from Blackstrap Lake, fry reared at 5 ⁰C as embryos significantly elevated 

hsp70 mRNA in response to the 4HR treatment at 4 wph and 4H, 4HR and 4N groups at 

10 wph (Fig. 16 A and C). Unlike those from the 5 ⁰C group, in no instance did 4 or 10 

wph fry from Blackstrap Lake which were reared at 2 ⁰C as embryos upregulate hsp70 

mRNA (Fig. 16 A and C).  Rather, fry 4wph from the 2 ⁰C embryonic rearing group 

downregulated hsp70 in response to the 4H and 4N treatments (Fig. 16 A).  Moreover, 

hsp70 mRNA levels in Blackstrap Lake fry 10 wph from the 2 ⁰C embryonic rearing 

group were significantly lower in the 4N and 4NR groups than both the 4H and 4HR 

groups. Age affected the hsp70 response of Lake Diefenbaker fry with a 5 ⁰C embryonic 

rearing history. Fry that were 4 wph upregulated hsp70 in response to the 4N and 4NR 

exposures, whereas, 10 wph fry downregulated hsp70 mRNA in response to these same 

two handling treatments (Fig. 16 B and D). Overall, exposure to hypoxia and handling 
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treatments had little to no effect on Lake Diefenbaker fry with a 2 ⁰C embryonic thermal 

history (Fig. 16 B and D). One notable exception is Lake Diefenbaker 10 wph fry had 

significantly higher hsp70 levels at 4HR compared to 4H (Fig. 16 D).  
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Figure 16. Hsp70 mRNA levels (mean log2 abundance) for lake whitefish from 

Blackstrap Lake at 4-wph (A) and 10-wph (C), and Lake Diefenbaker at  4-wph (B) and 

10-wph (D) following an exposure of 0h normoxia (no-handling control; 0N), a 4h 

hypoxia at 3mg/l (4H), a 4h hypoxia at 3mg/l followed by 4h recovery at normoxia 

(4HR), 4h normoxia (handling control 1; 4N), or 4h normoxia followed by 4h recovery at 

normoxia (handling control 2; 4NR). Fry were reared as embryos at either 2⁰C (circle) or 

5⁰C (triangle). Data were modeled using a Poisson log-normal generalized mixed model 

fitted with a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the 'MCMC.qpcr' 

package and GAPDH and Bactin as priors. Data represent the posterior means ± 95% 

credible intervals. Differences between treatments are considered biologically relevant 

based on the pairwise comparison data at a p-value of 0.05. Data points labeled with a 

double slash (//) show statistical differences between rearing groups at a given treatment. 

Data points labelled with letters indicate statistical differences between treatments within 

a rearing group.  
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 3.3.2.2. Hif1 responsive genes  

The Hif1 responsive genes responded variably to the hypoxia and handling 

treatments. Most of the changes in regulation of Hif1 responsive genes were minimal and 

inconsistent, and not impacted by parental environmental history, age, or embryonic 

rearing history. However, nearly all changes tended to occur in 4 wph fry, except for in 

igfbp1, which experienced up- and downregulation in fry at both ages.  

3.3.2.2.1. igfbp1:  

Fry age appeared to have a greater influence on igfbp1 mRNA levels than did lake 

derivation (Fig. 17). Fry from both lakes, that were 4 wph responded slightly more 

variably than 10 wph fry as there were cases of both up- and downregulation following 

the hypoxia and handling stressors in fry 4 wph but not 10 wph. Blackstrap Lake fry 

4wph reared at 5 ⁰C as embryos deviated from all other hypoxia, handling, and control 

treatments with a significant decrease in igfbp1 following exposure to 4HR (Fig. 17 A). 

When reared at 5 ⁰C as embryos, fry from Blackstrap Lake at 10 wph did not respond to 

either hypoxia treatment, but igfbp1 mRNA was elevated in both handling control groups 

(i.e., 4N and 4NR; Fig. 17 C). Moreover, igfbp1 mRNA levels in the 5 ⁰C embryo reared 

group tended to be lower than the 2 ⁰C reared group for Blackstrap Lake fry 10 wph (Fig. 

17 C). By comparison, Blackstrap Lake fry from the 2 ⁰C reared group seemed to respond 

very differently than their 5 ⁰C reared counterparts. Both ages of Blackstrap Lake fry 

reared at 2 ⁰C as embryos upregulated igfbp1 in response to all but one treatment (Fig. 17 

A and C); fry 10 wph exposed to 4N was the one exception to this trend (Fig. 17 C). As 

with other transcripts discussed thus far, the response by Lake Diefenbaker fry tended to 

differ from Blackstrap Lake fry. Fry from Lake Diefenbaker that were 4 wph and reared 
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at 5 ⁰C as embryos upregulated igfbp1 in response to the 4HR treatment. In contrast, 4 

wph from Lake Diefenbaker reared at 5 and 2 ⁰C as embryos downregulated igfbp1 

following the 4N and 4H treatments, respectively (Fig. 17 B). At 10 wph, Lake 

Diefenbaker fry from the 5 ⁰C embryonic rearing group responded to hypoxia and 

handling treatments with a consistent upregulation of igfbp1 mRNA levels in response to 

all hypoxia and handling treatments (Fig. 17 D). By comparison, Lake Diefenbaker 10 

wph fry reared at 2 ⁰C as embryos upregulated igfbp1 in the 4N and 4NR exposures only 

(Fig. 17 D). Overall, exposure to hypoxia and handling treatments lead to a considerable 

number of significantly altered igfbp1 levels for fry from both lakes, ages, and embryonic 

rearing histories. Either both hypoxia, both normoxia, or all four treatments lead to 

significant igfbp1 mRNA increases, with the exception of Blackstrap Lake and Lake 

Diefenbaker 4 wph fry reared at 5 ⁰C and 2 ⁰C as embryos, respectively.  

3.3.2.2.2. vegfa:  

vegfa remained relatively unresponsive to most hypoxia and handling treatments 

(Fig. 18). The only instances of upregulation of vegfa were in Blackstrap Lake fry 4 wph 

fry reared at 2 ⁰C as embryos in the 4NR group and in fry 10 wph from both embryonic 

rearing temperatures exposed to the 4HR treatment (Fig. 18 A and C). No changes in 

vegfa mRNA relative to the 0N control were observed in Lake Diefenbaker fry. However, 

there were some pair-wise differences in vegfa mRNA levels between experimental 

treatments (Fig. 18 B and D).  
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Figure 17. Igfbp1 mRNA levels (mean log2 abundance) for lake whitefish from 

Blackstrap Lake at 4-wph (A) and 10-wph (C), and Lake Diefenbaker at  4-wph (B) and 

10-wph (D) following an exposure of 0h normoxia (no-handling control; 0N), a 4h 

hypoxia at 3mg/l (4H), a 4h hypoxia at 3mg/l followed by 4h recovery at normoxia 

(4HR), 4h normoxia (handling control 1; 4N), or 4h normoxia followed by 4h recovery at 

normoxia (handling control 2; 4NR). Fry were reared as embryos at either 2⁰C (circle) or 

5⁰C (triangle). Data were modeled using a Poisson log-normal generalized mixed model 

fitted with a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the 'MCMC.qpcr' 

package and GAPDH and Bactin as priors. Data represent the posterior means ± 95% 

credible intervals. Differences between treatments are considered biologically relevant 

based on the pairwise comparison data at a p-value of 0.05. Data points labeled with a 

double slash (//) show statistical differences between rearing groups at a given treatment. 

Data points labelled with letters indicate statistical differences between treatments within 

a rearing group.  
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Figure 18. Vegfa mRNA levels (mean log2 abundance) for lake whitefish from Blackstrap 

Lake at 4-wph (A) and 10-wph (C), and Lake Diefenbaker at  4-wph (B) and 10-wph (D) 

following an exposure of 0h normoxia (no-handling control; 0N), a 4h hypoxia at 3mg/l 

(4H), a 4h hypoxia at 3mg/l followed by 4h recovery at normoxia (4HR), 4h normoxia 

(handling control 1; 4N), or 4h normoxia followed by 4h recovery at normoxia (handling 

control 2; 4NR). Fry were reared as embryos at either 2⁰C (circle) or 5⁰C (triangle). Data 

were modeled using a Poisson log-normal generalized mixed model fitted with a 

Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the 'MCMC.qpcr' package and 

GAPDH and Bactin as priors. Data represent the posterior means ± 95% credible 

intervals. Differences between treatments are considered biologically relevant based on 

the pairwise comparison data at a p-value of 0.05. Data points labeled with a double slash 

(//) show statistical differences between rearing groups at a given treatment. Data points 

labelled with letters indicate statistical differences between treatments within a rearing 

group.  
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3.3.2.2.3. ldha:   

The response to hypoxia exposure and handling stress with respect to ldha mRNA 

levels once again varied with the lake from which the gametes were sourced and the 

embryonic rearing temperature. When fry responded with a change to one of the 

treatments the trend was for ldha mRNA levels to decrease. While no changes in ldha 

were observed in 4 wph fry from Blackstrap Lake with a 5 ⁰C embryonic rearing history 

(Fig. 19 A), 4 wph fry reared at 2 ⁰C as embryos downregulated ldha in response to the 

4HR, 4N and 4NR treatments (Fig. 19 A). It is worth noting that control ldha mRNA 

levels in 4 wph Blackstrap Lake fry from the 2 ⁰C rearing group were significantly higher 

than those of the 5 ⁰C rearing group (Fig. 19 A). ldha mRNA did not vary in response to 

any treatment for Blackstrap Lake fry that were 10 wph, but they did tend to be lower in 

fry from the 5 ⁰C embryo rearing group than the 2 ⁰C group (Fig. 19 C). Lake 

Diefenbaker 4 wph fry reared at 5 ⁰C as embryos exposed to 4HR had significantly 

decreased ldha mRNA levels compared to the other hypoxia and handling treatment 

groups, but were not significantly different from the 0N control (Fig. 19 B). Contrarily, 

exposure to 4NR lead to upregulation of ldha in 4wph fry reared at 5 ⁰C as embryos (Fig. 

19 B). Lake Diefenbaker fry reared at 2 ⁰C as embryos tended to have higher mRNA 

levels compared to fry with a 5 ⁰C embryonic rearing temperature (Fig. 19 B). Exposure 

to 4HR and 4NR lead to significantly decreased levels of ldha in 4 wph Lake 

Diefenbaker fry with a 2 ⁰C embryonic rearing history (Fig. 19 B).  Lake Diefenbaker fry 

10wph ldha levels were minimally affected by the hypoxia and handling treatments, 

similar to vegfa. Downregulation only occurred in Lake Diefenbaker fry reared at 2 ⁰C as 

embryos exposed to 4H (Fig. 19 D).  
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3.3.2.2.4. epo:  

epo was minimally impacted by the hypoxia and handling stressors, and akin to 

some of the other Hif1 responsive genes, the majority of changes happened in 4 wph fry 

(Fig. 20). However, there were significant differences between rearing groups within both 

ages for each lake (Fig. 20).  Blackstrap Lake fry 4 wph reared at 5 ⁰C as embryos 

upregulated epo mRNA in response to the 4HR treatment where levels were significantly 

higher than those in the controls and all other hypoxia or handling stress groups (Fig. 20 

A). No changes occurred in Blackstrap Lake fry 10 wph reared at 5 ⁰C as embryos or in 

fry with a 2 ⁰C embryonic rearing history at either age (Fig. 20 A and C).  Lake 

Diefenbaker fry 4 wph upregulated epo in response to the 4NR treatment irrespective of 

embryonic rearing temperature. Whereas only 4 wph Lake Diefenbaker fry reared at 5 ⁰C 

as embryos increased epo levels in response to the 4N treatment (Fig. 20 B).  
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Figure 19. Ldha mRNA levels (mean log2 abundance) for lake whitefish from Blackstrap 

Lake at 4-wph (A) and 10-wph (C), and Lake Diefenbaker at  4-wph (B) and 10-wph (D) 

following an exposure of 0h normoxia (no-handling control; 0N), a 4h hypoxia at 3mg/l 

(4H), a 4h hypoxia at 3mg/l followed by 4h recovery at normoxia (4HR), 4h normoxia 

(handling control 1; 4N), or 4h normoxia followed by 4h recovery at normoxia (handling 

control 2; 4NR). Fry were reared as embryos at either 2⁰C (circle) or 5⁰C (triangle). Data 

were modeled using a Poisson log-normal generalized mixed model fitted with a 

Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the 'MCMC.qpcr' package and 

GAPDH and Bactin as priors. Data represent the posterior means ± 95% credible 

intervals. Differences between treatments are considered biologically relevant based on 

the pairwise comparison data at a p-value of 0.05. Data points labeled with a double slash 

(//) show statistical differences between rearing groups at a given treatment. Data points 

labelled with letters indicate statistical differences between treatments within a rearing 

group.  
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Figure 20. Epo mRNA levels (mean log2 abundance) for lake whitefish from Blackstrap 

Lake at 4-wph (A) and 10-wph (C), and Lake Diefenbaker at  4-wph (B) and 10-wph (D) 

following an exposure of 0h normoxia (no-handling control; 0N), a 4h hypoxia at 3mg/l 

(4H), a 4h hypoxia at 3mg/l followed by 4h recovery at normoxia (4HR), 4h normoxia 

(handling control 1; 4N), or 4h normoxia followed by 4h recovery at normoxia (handling 

control 2; 4NR). Fry were reared as embryos at either 2⁰C (circle) or 5⁰C (triangle). Data 

were modeled using a Poisson log-normal generalized mixed model fitted with a 

Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo model as part of the 'MCMC.qpcr' package and 

GAPDH and Bactin as priors. Data represent the posterior means ± 95% credible 

intervals. Differences between treatments are considered biologically relevant based on 

the pairwise comparison data at a p-value of 0.05. Data points labeled with a double slash 

(//) show statistical differences between rearing groups at a given treatment. Data points 

labelled with letters indicate statistical differences between treatments within a rearing 

group.  
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3.4. Discussion  

3.4.1. Thermal tolerance in embryos and fry 

Parental environmental history (i.e., lake of origin) and embryonic thermal history 

had varying effects on the thermal tolerance of lake whitefish embryos and post-hatch 

fry. These differences may be due to acclimation and plasticity capacities or age. Parental 

environmental history did not affect thermal tolerance of 56 and 98 dpf embryos and did 

not definitively have an influence on thermal tolerance in 4 wph fry. The absence of 

parental environmental history differences in this chapter compared to chapter 1 could be 

due to differences in environmental conditions resulting in parental acclimatization 

changes between the sampling years (2016 versus 2018).  

MTMax of embryos at 56 dpf show elevated rearing at 5 ⁰C compared to control 

rearing at 2 ⁰C decreases thermal tolerance by about 5 ⁰C, regardless of parental 

environmental history. Moreover, elevated embryonic rearing temperature also reduced 

the survival in 98 dpf embryos not receiving an acute HS (i.e., 0 ⁰C, control HS group). 

Chronic exposure to an elevated rearing temperature detrimentally impacted the thermal 

tolerance of 98 dpf embryos to a substantial degree. One explanation for this could be 

that 98 dpf is a more critical or sensitive point in development, such that additional 

thermal stress has quite negative effects. This suggests that prolonged exposure to an 

elevated seasonal temperature increases embryos’ vulnerability. Similarly, when 18 days 

post-hatch (dph) rainbow trout were exposed to an elevated temperature of 22 ⁰C for 96 

hours they experienced significantly greater mortality both during and following the 

exposure, relative to the control group (Blair & Glover, 2019). Additionally, their CTMax 

was significantly lower than the control group when measured 2 months post-exposure 
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(78 dph; Blair & Glover, 2019). Unlike the findings observed in chapter 1, parental 

environmental history did not influence the thermal tolerance of embryos. With respect to 

fry thermal tolerance, perhaps the 5 ⁰C elevated rearing in combination with Lake 

Diefenbaker parental environmental history contributed to increased thermal tolerance 

over their 2 ⁰C counterparts. The elevated rearing temperature may have conferred 

increased thermal tolerance to Lake Diefenbaker fry but not to Blackstrap fry because of 

the differences between their parental thermal histories.  

3.4.2 Exposure to handling and hypoxia stress on hypoxia-related stress responses  

The data showed that fry from Blackstrap Lake and Lake Diefenbaker at both 4- and 

10 wph and reared at 2 or 5 ⁰C as embryos did not initiate a hif1a response when exposed 

to hypoxia or handling experimental treatments. However, there were significant hsp70 

responses observed for all lake-age-rearing temperature groups. Consistent with the lack 

of response in hif1a mRNA levels, the Hif1-target genes were not consistently 

upregulated in response to hypoxia. One exception to this was observed with igfbp1, 

which displayed the greatest responsiveness of all genes investigated.  

Embryonic rearing temperature appeared to influence the hypoxia and stress 

responses of fry from both lakes. Fry with an embryonic rearing temperature of 5 ⁰C 

tended to have more instances of upregulation of mRNA in response to the experimental 

treatments than the fry reared at 2 ⁰C as embryos. Some possibilities for why the fry with 

a 2 ⁰C embryonic rearing temperature were less affected by these experimental treatments 

could be that they were able to tolerate the hypoxic conditions for longer before initiating 

a response and thus differences observed between the two rearing temperature groups is 

related to temporal differences in the initiation or duration of the response. Or perhaps 
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chronic exposure to elevated rearing temperatures reduces stressor tolerance compared to 

the 2 ⁰C reared group. Embryos reared at an elevated seasonal temperature of 5 ⁰C 

hatched 6 weeks earlier in response to the higher incubation temperature than embryos 

reared at 2 ⁰C; thus, despite being the same chronological age as the 2 ⁰C reared group, 

the two groups are at different developmental ages. This might explain why the fry reared 

at 5 ⁰C as embryos are more sensitive to these stressors and may be more dependent on 

these stress responses than their counterparts reared at 2 ⁰C as embryos. Additionally, the 

elevated rearing temperature could impose chronic stress throughout development which 

could further alter these responses.  

In contrast to embryonic thermal history, parental environmental history proved to 

have minimal to no impact on the hypoxia and stress responses of lake whitefish fry in 

the current study. One exception is in the hypoxia stress response where fry derived from 

parents from Blackstrap Lake did not initiate a hif1a response or show any differences 

between experimental treatment groups for either embryonic rearing temperature at 4- or 

10 wph, while Lake Diefenbaker fry did (though minimal). The nature of the lake 

whitefish fry responses to the experimental treatments did, however, seem to vary with 

age and were more apparent in the Hif1-responsive genes. For instance, at 4 wph fry 

tended to have more instances of up- or down-regulated Hif1-responsive genes than fry 

10 wph. This could be a similar scenario to what was observed in fry exposed to daily 

thermal stresses (DTS) as embryos, whereby any previously perceived differences among 

embryos had vanished by 12 wph (Chapter 1). Fry could potentially develop more robust 

tolerance, outgrow the effects of the past elevated temperature stressor, and/or be 

acclimatized to their present environment, or be in the process of doing so. Differences 
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between life history stages has been shown to have an effect on cellular responses and 

other physiological processes in fish (Reviewed in Baker et al., 2013; Schreck et al., 

2001). 

One unanticipated finding was the overall lack of a strong and consistent hif1a 

response to hypoxia exposure. Fry derived from parents from Blackstrap Lake did not 

respond to the experimental treatments, but Lake Diefenbaker derived fry did. The 

unresponsive hif1a finding is supported by Whitehouse & Manzon (2019) in which lake 

whitefish fry, 4 wph, derived from Blackstrap Lake that were also subjected to a 3 mg/L 

hypoxia as used in this study, had significantly downregulated hif1a levels compared to 

the control. Likewise, juvenile yellow perch (Perca flavescens) treated with a 3 or 4 mg/l 

hypoxia or 7 mg/l normoxia for two weeks did not have significant differences between 

their hif1a mRNA abundances (Kwasek et al., 2017), demonstrating an inactive hypoxia 

stress response to those stressors. Zebrafish have also been shown to have temporally 

differential sensitivity to hypoxia. Whereas embryos did not elicit a hif1a response 

following hypoxia exposure, larvae that were exposed to similar levels of hypoxia as 

embryos (7.2 mg/l, 0.4 mg/l, or 0.04 mg/l DO) did show differences in oxygen uptake at 

1.2 mg/l DO (Robertson et al., 2014).  

The absent hif1a response in Blackstrap Lake fry could be a result of parental 

environmental history. Blackstrap Lake is warm and shallow, therefore the animals 

inhabiting it are more likely to experience hypoxic conditions than those from a deep and 

cool lake, such as Lake Diefenbaker. Perhaps fry from parents of Blackstrap Lake are 

inherently more tolerant to low oxygen availability. Recovery after the hypoxia exposure 

did result in significant differences in mRNA levels in fry, although this was not a 
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consistent trend. Studies on other species have shown that recovery after hypoxia can 

reverse the changes that occurred in gene expression and processes such as protein 

synthesis or energy restoration (Heath & Pritchard, 1965; Johannson et al., 2018; Ton et 

al., 2003). Zebrafish 24 hours post fertilization exposed to 24 h of hypoxia (0.4 mg/l) 

were able to recover from this treatment after 5 h at normoxic conditions with respect to 

changes in gene expression (Ton et al., 2003). On the other hand, Robinson et al. (2019) 

suggest that a full post-stress recovery might not be possible in embryos based on their 

findings with Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) that were treated with cold-shocks and air 

exposure stressors at various timepoints throughout embryogenesis (250-450 ⁰days) or 

post hatch (540-800 ⁰days). While it is possible that the hypoxia exposure was not severe 

enough in this experiment to elicit a HIF stress response, it is doubtfully the case as low 

numbers of mortalities occurred during the hypoxia exposure. Another likely explanation 

is related to the fact that Hif1a action is largely post-translationally regulated (Brahimi-

Horn et al., 2005).  Numerous studies have shown the Hif1a is rapidly degraded in the 

presence of oxygen, but this degradation pathway is not active in the cell in the absence 

of oxygen (Huang et al., 1998; Reviewed in Semenza, 2000; Wang et al., 1995; Ziello et 

al., 2007).  Thus, the absence of a rise in hif1a mRNA does not necessarily equate to an 

absent hypoxia stress response. It is also worth noting that Hif1a protein levels can 

increase despite no measured transcriptional changes (Chamboredon et al., 2011).   

As was expected, the hsp70 response was activated following the experimental 

treatments, and was the most responsive “gene” measured here. hsp70 is known to 

respond to a variety of stressors, hypoxia included, and continually proves to be a main 

player among the protective cellular responses (Ton et al., 2003; Whitehouse & Manzon, 
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2019; Roesner et al., 2006; Tiedke et al., 2014). Upregulation almost exclusively 

occurred in fry with a 5 ⁰C embryonic rearing history, whereas fry reared at 2 ⁰C as 

embryos tended to downregulate hsp70 following subjection to the experimental 

treatments. This may be due to fry with a 5 ⁰C embryonic rearing history more readily 

initiating a HSR as a result of either innate ability as perhaps observed in Blackstrap Lake 

fry or by increasing basal levels of hsp70 over the course of rearing at an elevated 

temperature as is suggested by the hsp70 mRNA levels for the 0N control group in Lake 

Diefenbaker fry. Lake whitefish fry exposed to 6 h of mild (5 mg/l) and severe (3 mg/l) 

hypoxia significantly upregulated hsp70 at 1- and 2 wph, but the severe hypoxia exposure 

resulted in significantly lower hsp70 mRNA levels in fish 3 and 4 wph (Whitehouse & 

Manzon, 2019) than controls. The downregulation in response to severe hypoxia might be 

in part related to the elevated basal levels of hsp70 mRNA in the control fish 

(Whitehouse & Manzon, 2019). Since normoxia handling treatments also triggered an 

hsp70 response in this study, combined the data suggest that handling alone may be an 

equal or greater stressor relative to hypoxia stress.  

Igfbp1 was one of the two most responsive genes to handling and hypoxia stress 

within this experiment. Interestingly, igfbp1 levels in the 0N control group decreased 2-

fold from 4- to 10 wph for fry reared at 5 ⁰C as embryos from both lakes. This 

demonstrates a shift with age and/or that fry reared at an elevated temperature during 

embryogenesis altered the basal levels of igfbp1 mRNA as developing into more mature 

fry. Previous findings observed that igfbp1 was downregulated in 4 wph lake whitefish 

when exposed to 3 mg/l and 5 mg/l of oxygen for 6 h compared to the control (9.5 mg/l 

oxygen; Whitehouse & Manzon, 2019). Robertson et al. (2014) showed that zebrafish 
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embryos consistently upregulated igfbp1 following 4 h of hypoxia (0.4 mg/l) and that 

after a 4 h recovery from hypoxia, the mRNA levels decreased significantly at all 

measured time points. Altogether, igfbp1 changes with hypoxia, although this might be 

dependent upon life stage and could negatively affect growth and development if lake 

whitefish are having to regularly reallocate igfbp1 towards mitigating hypoxic episodes.  

The remaining Hif1-responsive genes, vegfa, ldha, and epo either did not respond to 

the hypoxia and handling stressors or the responses were minimal, similar to observations 

with hif1a. Overall, epo had the lowest fold-change in mRNA levels and is present at 

substantially lower basal levels than any other gene measured. Thus, it is not surprising 

that epo showed very little change, a finding supported by a previous study (Whitehouse 

& Manzon, 2019). The data may suggest that epo is a relatively minor player as far as 

acute hypoxia stress is concerned in lake whitefish. Changes in epo mRNA levels in 

zebrafish exposed to hypoxia (0.4 mg/l) were limited and appeared to be dependent on 

their developmental stage (Robertson et al., 2014). Perhaps this is also the case for lake 

whitefish, where epo has a higher magnitude response at specific developmental time 

points or life stages that were not measured in this study. Alternatively, epo might 

respond in a tissue-specific manner, such that increases and decreases in epo mRNA 

levels are occurring simultaneously, perhaps resulting in net-neutral levels. Such was 

observed with Epo protein levels in the kidney and spleen of rainbow trout 

(Oncorhynchus mykiss) measured at several time points during hypoxia exposure (Lai et 

al., 2006). In terms of vegfa and ldha, age differences could also be a factor. Whitehouse 

and Manzon (2019) observed significant increases in both in 1 wph fry, but by 4 wph 

these genes were either unresponsive or downregulated in response to hypoxia. This 
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might explain why so few changes were observed in vegfa levels if it is more active in fry 

younger than 4 wph. Similarly, ldha shows several instances of downregulation are seen 

in 4 wph fry, but only one in 10 wph fry. Severe hypoxia exposures have upregulated 

ldha in other fish species (Roesner et al., 2006; Tiedke et al., 2014).  

3.5. Summary  

Embryonic thermal history of rearing at 2 ⁰C vs 5 ⁰C may have a greater effect than 

parental environmental history where hypoxia- and related stress responses, and thermal 

tolerance are concerned. This partially aligns with what was observed in 3 mph lake 

whitefish fry subjected to embryonic DTS (Chapter 1). Handling may be just as, if not 

more, stressful than hypoxic conditions used in the current study; therefore, it is worth 

considering ways to minimize handling when assessing hypoxia tolerance and potentially 

other responses. This along with the lacking hif1a response begs the question of whether 

a 4-hour exposure to 3 mg/l hypoxia is sufficiently severe to elicit a stress response in fry. 

However, given the fact that mortality did occur in some fish exposed to these 

experimental hypoxia treatments, presumably the exposure was sufficiently severe. 

Previous work on the hypoxia stress in Blackstrap Lake derived lake whitefish showed 

that Hif1-target genes responded minimally and age-dependently (Whitehouse & 

Manzon, 2019). Combined, the data suggest lake whitefish 4 wph and later have an 

attenuated hif1a response which involves few typical Hif1-responsive genes, while hsp70 

appears to respond the most consistently when faced with a 3 mg/l hypoxia.  
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4. General Discussion 

 

Climate change has shifted environmental conditions and will continue to do so for 

the foreseeable future. Models predict that lake temperatures will increase between 1 and 

4 ⁰C over the next 100 years (Missaghi et al., 2017). In aquatic environments, two of the 

most pervasive abiotic factors are temperature and oxygen availability; changes to either 

of these can have detrimental effects on species survival. Particular life stages, such as 

developing embryos and larvae, are more vulnerable to adverse environmental conditions 

because they can lead to changes in developmental timing and developmental defects 

which have lasting effects (Eme et al., 2015; Del Rio et al., 2019 Mueller et al., 2015). By 

improving our knowledge of how parental environmental history affects the ability of 

lake whitefish to cope with stress we can extrapolate if they might be capable of adjusting 

to warming climate conditions. There are a limited number of studies which have 

assessed the combined effect of parental and embryonic thermal histories (Burt et al., 

2011). This research is one of the first to assess the potential for parental environmental 

history and embryonic thermal history to influence how embryos and post-hatch fry 

respond to thermal and hypoxic stressors. It further explores how embryonic thermal 

histories translate into the stress responses observed in post-hatch fish. My research 

shows the stress responses and thermal tolerance of early life stage lake whitefish are 

altered by both parental environmental history and embryonic thermal history.  

Independent exposure to a daily thermal stress of +3 ⁰C above the ambient incubation 

temperature (chapter 1) and an elevated rearing temperature of 5 ⁰C (chapter 2) affected 

thermal tolerance and stress responses of embryos and fry. Thermal stress experiments in 

lake whitefish embryos and fry, and hypoxic stress experiments in fry demonstrated that 
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the HSR is the primary stress response and that Hsp70 is the foremost Hsp as its mRNA 

levels were upregulated with the greatest magnitude change of all hsp or hif1a-target 

(aside from igfbp1 in 10 wph Diefenbaker fry) gene mRNA levels measured. The 

protective nature of the hsp70 HSR has been previously described several times in other 

works on early life stage lake whitefish (Sessions et al., 2021; Stefanovic et al., 2016; 

Whitehouse et al., 2017; Whitehouse & Manzon, 2019). Additionally, these studies have 

shown that the HSR and hypoxia responses are temporally regulated and vary with lake 

whitefish developmental life stage (Stefanovic et al., 2016; Whitehouse et al., 2017). The 

data of this study suggest that as fry become older, they are less responsive to hypoxic 

and handling stressors, regardless of parental environmental history or embryonic rearing 

history. This may indicate increased robustness to stress as post-hatch fish mature. 

Thermal stress, however, elicited similar responses in both embryos and fry. The lack of 

differences among post-hatch fry exposed to hypoxia could be because they acclimated to 

their post-hatch environment, rendering the effects of their embryonic thermal histories 

minimal.   

While thermal and hypoxia stress have been studied in lake whitefish before, this 

work is the first to specifically compare fish from multiple lake types of different depths, 

environmental characteristics, and exposure to different anthropogenic activities.  One 

key environmental difference in the three lakes being investigated is the fact that 

Blackstrap lake is a shallow lake that does not stratify in the summer months, can reach 

temperatures of 21 – 23.3 ⁰C (personal communication, Rebecca North) at depth and 

seemingly lacks cool water refuges. Studying how each population responds to the 

stressors at hand with consideration for the acclimatization history of their parents has 
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allowed for the comparison of how each population may have been influenced by its 

environment and how each population might respond and adjust to environmental 

stressors and changes.  

  Both parental and embryonic thermal histories influenced the MTMax of lake 

whitefish embryos, however, following rearing in similar common garden conditions 

post-hatch, such effects dissipated by 4 and 12 wph. Interestingly, fry from both the DTS 

(chapter 1) and hypoxia (chapter 2) experiments had similar critical thermal maxima. 

Lake whitefish fry’s level of thermal tolerance combined with the minimal embryonic 

thermal history influence on fry thermal tolerance as measured by CTMax may offer 

some reassurance in 1) knowing that early life stage lake whitefish can briefly tolerate 

extreme temperatures, 2) they have the ability to overcome unfavorable conditions 

experienced during embryogenesis, and 3) overall, lake whitefish are adaptable. My data 

suggest early life stage lake whitefish have the potential to cope with transient, extreme 

temperature increases, such as those that can arise from thermal effluent and/or climate 

change.   

Early life stage lake whitefish are capable of responding to environmental 

stressors and these responses are influenced by embryonic thermal history, parental 

environmental history, and age. Their ability to initiate protective cellular responses, 

especially the HSR, has shown that they have the means to mitigate extreme 

environmental conditions. Parental environmental history and embryonic thermal history 

had the greatest influences at earlier life stages, such as during embryogenesis and 

younger post-hatch fry. Post-hatch acclimation diminished the effects of these histories, 

particularly where whole-organism thermal tolerance is concerned. This study provides 
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insight into how climate change may affect fish populations through the use of different 

embryonic thermal regimens, and how those embryonic thermal histories impact sudden-

onset stress events that they might be faced with in the wild. Environmental stress is 

inevitable, with temperature being one of the more pervasive stressors, and likely to 

become a more frequent occurrence. Fish and embryos have limited or no options in 

finding favorable temperatures; thus, examining how embryonic thermal history alters 

future responses to stressors helps to broaden our knowledge on how lake whitefish and 

other fish species might adjust to future climate conditions.   

Future works  

 

The results of this study suggest that further research is needed to assess the 

hypoxia stress response in lake whitefish post-hatch fry. Perhaps exposing post-hatch fry 

to varying levels of hypoxia, such as mild, moderate, and severe, as well as various 

lengths of exposure, could determine at what point the Hif-responsive genes and hif1a are 

upregulated. The data show that lake whitefish embryos were able to tolerate and survive 

DTS and elevated thermal regimens throughout development and elicit protective cellular 

responses as embryos and post-hatch fry. Future works might consider assessing the 

long-term effects of parental and embryonic thermal history on fitness and performance. 

This is important because thermal history could have sublethal effects on fitness and/or 

performance, which could have implications for reproduction, adaptability, and the 

overall survival of the species. This work looked at how individual stressors affected each 

other, but because stressors rarely occur in isolation, it would be beneficial to assess the 

effects of multi-stressors. Combining elevated temperature with DTS and/or hypoxia 

exposures throughout development and then determining how that multi-stressor 
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influences thermal tolerance, thermal and hypoxic stress responses, or performance could 

offer valuable insight into how animals might, more realistically, respond to stress. Most 

importantly, future works should continue to look at parental environmental history 

differences; this is a relatively understudied area that has the potential to provide a lot of 

insight into how populations mitigate stress. There are several directions this could be 

taken, including looking at epigenetic changes between populations. Continuing to study 

parental environmental history differences would provide valuable knowledge about the 

abilities natural populations have to cope with different stressors and thermal 

environments, and demonstrate the potential for how the species might respond as 

climate change progresses.  
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